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•Alice Gardner Crawford, although claim-'zo ing to be a bit rickety, dashes about on
,L). short trips, visiting her daughter, e.c.
'56, and son. She is interested but not
particrpatmg in local or national politics. Her chief
extra-curricular activity is helping run her church
thrift shop, both fun and profitable. A recent family
reunion included her daughter, 4 e.c. Gardner
nieces and grandchildren nearly grown-2 in college,
1 in high school.
Dorothy Doane Wheeler, having wandered no more
than 100 miles from her home in Sebring, Fla., for
some time, is a part-lime bookkeeper for a sporting
goods .store. This summer she fell, dislocating her
shoulder-"otherwise still hale and hearty."
MBrgery Carlsson Lees, having spent Thanksgiving
in Wisc. with her daughter and family, had a chance to
learn from the two girls, home from college, their
views on the state of the world and its promise for the
future.
Ruth Newcomb, taking care of her large home alone,
acting as hostess once a week at Hempstead House,
besides being involved in activities of many relatives,
has little time for other pursuits. She has driven up to
Paxton, near Worcester, Mass. during the past year to
see Orte Sherer, who "is remarkable at 93 years."
Dorothy Stelle Stone, settled in Heritage Hall in
Agawam, Mass., while physically well cared for al-
though concerned with failing vision, feels that living
in an institution takes some adjustments. She has good
friends who take her out or to church and are as near to
her as the phone at her bedside. Her birthday on
Thanksgiving Day was spent with her son and family in
Wellesley Hills. Cynthia, a c.c. sophomore, was home
and Rob 16,6' 2", but Susanna How Stone, c.c. '73
and a bride of Oct. 23, was in VI. The other grand-
mother, Janet Crawford How, c.c. '24 and her husband
were also there to help enjoy Sally How Stone's, c.c.
'49, delicious dinner.
Marion Warner, greatly pleased with a visit from
Kathryn (Kay) Hulbert Hall and Mildred (Miff) How-
ard, by continued daily exercises is slowly recovering
from her injury. Juline Warner Comstock '19 gets out
every day with Harriet '24 and they enjoyed a couple of
visits last fall from Wrey Warner Barber '22. So near
the C.C. campus, they regret having to miss many of
the good offerings up there.
Dorothy Matteson Gray and Bill attended the an-
ual Matteson reunion with members present from 12
states. held at Watkins Glen in northern N.Y. state.
Ruth Barber McLaughlin last spring visited the
northwest and the Pacific Coast for the first time, her
destination being the Willamette Valley of Ore.. jour-
ney's end for the original pioneers. Morristown, N.J.,
Ruth's home city having been a historical site selected
by the Nat'! Bi-Centennial Committee, everyone was
busy in two historical preservations, a 1760 home and
an 1853 Victorian house with original furnishings.
Isabelle Rumney Poteat, keeping active and busy,
visited the Antiques Forum in Williamsburg in Jan. and
hopes to go to England and Persia in the fall.
Rachel Parker Porter and Maxwell gave up their
wintering in Fla. this year, with their children and
grandchildren living near them. A few are in college, a
granddaughter teaches in Providence, two are married
and there is a "mighty cute" great grandson. Still own-
ing a home on Fisher's Island, they make short visits
there but let their son and daughter with their children
and dogs use it most of the time.
Mary Virginia Morgan Goodman, having spent 1976
making speeches on the Bicentennial, is now busy
writing a daily column for the Groton paper.
Fanchon Hartman Title and Mel took two grand-
daughters 12 and 17 on the Delta Queen for 8 days,
ending a wonderful bicentennial year. Her daughter
Elaine. c.c. '50, with husband Jerry was chairman for
the West Hartford Bicentennial Committee. Fanchon
expects to be in the Far East-Bangkok, Tokyo and
China part of this year.
Mildred Howard, claiming to hold the town record,
had her home broken into for the third time in three
years. This time they specialized in her silverware,
even taking the Agnes Berkeley Leahy Paul Revere
gift given her by the c.c. alumni and similar gifts she
received upon her retirement as a Mt. Holyoke teacher.
She is disturbed that to date only 9 of our class of 46
have made contributions.
Eunice Gates Collier fled ice and snow for Key
Largo, which was also a "disaster area." There was a
bit of fun with her son nearby as "Chaperone". In
Mystic she looks down from her "turret" apartment on
all that has been done around the harbor below, which
looks "more like southern France than old N.E.
Mystic."
Kathryn Hulbert Hall writes that the dedication of
the c.c. library was a thrilling experience as a box of
documents was sealed and not 10 be opened for 100
/
IN MEMORIAM
Marian Walp Bisbee '25
Catherine Caldwell Nichols '38
Elizabeth W. McCallip '41
Elaine Fensterwa1d Perlman '51
Joan Gesner Tobey '51
Charity Randall '63
Linda Cohen Cooper '64
Carol T. Roblin '64
years. She hoped to take a trip to Alaska by the Inside
Passage on the Royal Viking Star in June '77.
Loretta Higgins thanks her lucky stars that her auto
accident in the winter traffic was not serious to herself,
her passenger or her car, though the other car was bad-
ly damaged. She keeps busy writing letters, reading
(N.Y. Times), and recognizing familiar names from
stage or music of days gone by.
Dorothy Matteson Gray and Bill were happy with a
brief visit from Arvilla Hotchkiss Titterington and Ray
on their springtime trip north. Dot and Bill enjoy a
weekly visit from their I~-year·old great-granddaughter,
Kimberly.
Clarissa Ragsdale Harrison reports Tom's unexpected
death in Feb., a complete shock to her even though he
hadn't been feeling very well. Luckily they had not
moved to lakeland as they had expected to do after the
New Year but kept their home in Ft. Myers.
Thesympaehy of the class goes to the family of Dor-
othy Hover Drummond who died in July '76 and to
Clarissa Ragsdale Harrison on the death of her husband.
Correspondent: Mrs. 'Willard A. Gray, Sr. (Dorothy
Matteson), 215 Norton St., New Haven, Conn. 06511
A sedate reunion as befitted the 55 year
class! But for the members who gathered
on campus it was a time for rejoicing
that they could be there. Ten came from
various directions-Constance Hill Hathaway, now
president for the next 5 years, Noank, Conn; Marjorie
Smith, 1st v.p., Providence, R.I.; Miriam (MP) Taylor
Beadle, 2d v.p., Lancaster, Va.; Augusta O'Sullivan,
recording sec'y, Waterford, Conn.; Dorothy Wheeler
Pietrallo, permanent treasurer, South Londonderry, vt;
Lucy McDannel, outgoing pres., New London, Conn;
Dr. Helen Merritt, New Canaan, Conn; Gertrude
Traurig, Waterbury, Conn; Amy Peck Yale, Meriden,
Conn; Minniola Miller, Washington, D.C.
Miriam's husband, Leonard Beadle; Helen Merritt's
brother Irving; and Amy Yale's daughter Harriet, were
guests.
Blanche Finley was forced to cancel activities at the
last minute because of illness and we missed her. Her
long awaited book is on the book stands now- The
Structure of the UN General Assembly: its committees.
COn/missions, and other organisms, 1946-73, in 3 vols.
A valuable work and we are proud of her. Congrats.
Blanche!
Gert Traurig, sprightly and vivacious, is hostess for
the Traurig family. entertaining in Waterbury and
Woodbury. Change the term "hausfrau" to the "Perle
Mesta of Connecticut festivities" which better suits her
activities.
Connie reported she had heard from 23 of the 36
on our class mailing list. In the Alumni Office at
present hangs an excellent portrait of Marje Wells Ly·
bolt, painted by Minniola Miller in "them thar days."
It was sent to the College as memorabilia by Marje.
Anne Slade Frey sent a note about her activities-
"retired after 30 yrs. of teaching piano; now a volunteer
in Art Dept. of the Hanover public schools; recently had
a "One Man" exhibit of "Mixed Media"; is active in
"Amnesty International."
Eleanor Thielen Wunch, in a nursing home, has a
son in Alaska.
Gladys Smith Packard is on a long awaited tour to
Great Britain.
Others heard from include Claudine Smith Hane;
Mildred Duncan; Alice Hagar Schoffstall; Elizabeth
Merrill Blake; Mollie Kenig Silversmith; Toni Taylor;
Mary Damerel; Harriet Bynon Rolfe; Olive Tuthill
Reid; Jessica Williams Buck. All regretted non-
attendance and sent best wishes to their classmates for
the years to come.
Our sympathy to Eleanor Wuneh on the loss of her
husband.
Alice Hagar Schoffstall sent greetings and, living in
Vt., had plenty of snow last winter.
Constance Hill Hathaway this past fall prepared a
paper on So. Africa for the Women's Fellowship meet-
ing, finding it particularly difficult because of the many
changes almost overnight in that beleaguered area.
Connie spent time in Fla., escaping the vagaries of our
New England climate.
Mollie Kenig Silversmith "would like to travel but
can't. Thus 1 must be content with my 'rocking chair'."
Elizabeth Merrill Blake spent six weeks with Sally
and Dick in Gulf Breeze; Fla. She had a "super but
chilly vacation." When she returned home, her out-
door cat became an in-door companion. In getting out
of each other's way one day, Liz fell. She is sore but
no bones broken.
Helen Merritt has been caring for an elderly cousin
in Stamford. For 8 months Helen drove there daily but
now goes thrice weekly. She and Irving have been on
only short trips this year.
Lucy McDannel this past fall had courses in Chinese
art at C.c. and is now hard at work on the art of
Japan, same place.
Claudine Smith Hane and Elmer had a nice family
reunion on their 54th wedding anniversary, with her
sister Constance '30 and Melicent and her family.
Valerie, Claudine's granddaughter 19 is at N.D. State
(1st year) and Jeff, 16 and a 6 footer, is in senior high
school, taking chemistry and physics, a stiff course but
one he loves. Forest fires abounded but not near Va.
"Am still waiting to feel different or older, knowing
full well [ am!"
Augusta O'Sullivan sends word that Amy Peck Yale
is feeling OK now and the doctor says her physical this
fall came out good-nothing the matter with her but
age.
Gertrude Traurig had a fall in Oct., cracked a bone
in her elbow, painful and awkward in healing. Gert was
able to escape some of the rigors of the New England
winter in her annual trek to Calif.
Miriam Taylor Beadle (MP in the "olden" days)
moved from one house to another next door in bitter
cold weather. The P.O. address is still the same.
Olive Tuthill Reid is busy chasing tennis tournaments.
"We went to Fla. in Jan. for 3 in Ft. Myers and Sarasota.
Instead of anticipating it, I wonder what will happen 10
our animals, plants and house. Vandals have broken in
on both sides of us and across the street."
Marjorie Wells Lybolt is sorry she doesn't feel up to
making the long trip back east for reunion. "Besides,
how would I explain it to my cat? She misses me if I
am gone one night."
Marjorie Smith and her sister, Edna Smith Thistle
'26, spent a week at Tides Inn in Va. at Christmas.
Arrived home in Providence just ahead of the arctic
weather and managed to stay upright on icy streets
thereafter. Kept busy with duties at Hamilton House,
the Bursting Pomegranate Shop, and church.
Jessica Williams Buck: "My biggest job is volunteer
work in a convalescent home three days a week, pro-
viding my legs let me, where I feel fortunate to be able
to help. My girls are well and busy, grandchildren
mostly grown with two married. Jean's son recently
spent the day with me. We get along well and he
doesn't think I'm 'square'."
The sympathy of the class goes to the family of
Estella Ann Scroggie Robinson, whose death occurred
in Nov.; and to Jessica Williams Buck on the sudden
death of her brother Mar. 17, two days after her return
from a winter in Fla.; and to Eleanor Wunch on the loss
of her husband.
Co-correspondents: Marjorie E. Smith, 537 Angell
Sr., Providence, R.I. 02906: Mrs. David Yale (Amy
Peck), 579 Yale Ave., Meriden, Conn. 06450
Margaret Dunham Cornwell was busy'-,A with preparations for the home weddingAI of her daughter Polly. Her letter ended,
"Pray I don't forget anything important."
Katherine Hamblet visited Peg in Jan., "the same as
ever and very good company." Margaret Call Dearing
stayed overnight in Sept. on her way down from Me.
"She is full of pep as ever."
Dorothy Wood Couch is at last back to good vision
after a cataract operation last July. Her z-year-otd
granddaughter keeps her busy. She is sure they were
warmer in Conn. than they would have been in "that
cottage" in Fla. this winter.
Virginia Eggleston Smith says, "Hi! At this stage of
the game, feel that no news is good news."
Emily Mehaffey Lowe cleaned out and sold their
Lake Valhalla, N.J. home last fall ("I never want to
move again") and moved to an apartment in Asheville,
N.C. They plan to divide their time between Asheville
and Sarasota where Emily is active in the c.c. Club of
Fla. West Coast. She enjoyed seeing Parkie McCombs
'25 as well as the 20 others of later classes.
Catharine Holmes Rice enjoys her San Marcos,
Calif., condominium where she is active in church
work and involved-at a distance-with her son and his
family in N.M.
Dorothea Cramer stayed till mid-Oct. at her cottage
at the lake in Winsted, Conn. She signed up for a 24-
day Scandinavian tour in May and June with the Conn.
Historical Society. She is busy with clubs and courses
and volunteers at the local hospital for Sun. night desk
duty.
Etta May Strathie Van Tassel, in addition to being
poetry editor for Fiesta Magazine, is doing poetry
criticisms for Writers Digest. She is giving an informal
talk on The Enjoyment of Poetry in Apr. at the Boca
Raton Center for the Arts, where she is a member of a
very spirited book discussion group. She and her hus-
band are members of Torch International where they
meet many other professional and literary people at
their monthly meetings. Their big garden was hit by
frost "but is coming back now."
Lena Clark Weinmayr enjoys life at Heritage Village
in Southbury, Conn. Her daughter who lives in Litch-
field and teaches in New Milford, comes over every
week.
Elizabeth Holmes Baldwin had a satisfactory result
from her single eye cataract operation in '76 and was
able to drive to Me. in Aug. and to N.J. last fall. No
news except the routine of family doings, two dogs,
house plants, bird feeding and town volunteer activities.
Gladys Westerman Greene and her brother took a
25-day trip to the Orient-Tokyo, Kyoto, Taipei where
her 74th birthday was celebrated with a big birthday
cake, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Singapore, the "tropical
paradise" of Bali. and home-two weeks jet lag, 180
colored slides.
Eugenia Walsh Bent's husband died in Sept. "For-
tunately her children and grandchildren are near,
which helps." .
Josephine Burnham Schell lost her husband m Jan.
after a month's illness. She moved to a smaller apart-
ment and looked forward to a spring visit to a friend in
Austin, Tex. "Maryland had a bad winter with lots
of ice."
It is with sadness that we note the death of Evelyn
Ryan Pope 10{4/76 after a brief illness in Burlington,
Vt. She is survived by her husband, a daughter, a son
and five grandchildren. Our sympathy to Eugenia
Walsh Bent on the death of her husband, and also to
Class Notes Editor:





Correspondent: Mrs. Thomas Baldwin (Elizabeth
Holmes), 57 Millbrook Road, Medfield, Mass. 02052
Our "Fabulous 50th" is now a part of the
Reunion Record of the College and it is
hard to believe that it is all over. The
memories of this happy occasion will
linger on forever.
At the present time our class numbers exactly 100
(including the ex-members) and we had 51 classmates,
with 17 husbands, return to campus for this reunion. We
believe that it was the largest 50th on record.
The whole weekend was a tremendous success. In the
first place, the weather was just perfect and this con-
tributed to our happiness and enjoyment. The reunion
entertainment began with President Ames' reception
for all the reuning classes in the wonderful new library
courtyard and this was followed by the Alumni Ban-
quet held in Harris Refectory. This was a very large
and pleasant affair-delicious food and good camara-
derie. President Ames was the speaker and made us all
feel very welcome. Cassandra Goss Simonds, president
of the Alumni Association, was master of ceremonies.
Mr. William Griswold, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the College, paid tribute to the three trustees
who are in the Class of 1927-Sally Pithouse Becker,
Janet Paine, and Helen Lehman Buttenwieser, and pre-
sented them with orchid corsages. We all are very proud
of these illustrious women who have served our college
so well for so many years.
The Agnes Berkeley Leahy awards were presented by
Cassandra Simonds to Helen Brogan, Class of 1952,
and to Lyda Chatfield Sudduth, Class of 1927. The
award is a small sterling silver Paul Revere bowl, and a
suitable citation created in calligraphy. Also the recip-
ient's name is placed on a permanent plaque in Crozier-
Williams near the Alumni Lounge.
Since this was also graduation weekend, there were
several available simultaneous programs. The reuning
classes were welcome to attend all the College affairs-
Class Day, Baccalaureate, and Graduation, as well as
the scheduled events geared to alumni participation.
It all was very flexible and ones response was based on
personal inclination. There was plenty of time just to
talk and renew old friendships, as well as observe our
old college in its present day activity.
Saturday noon was an all-college and reunion joint
picnic on the Harris Green. Here is where all the genera-
tions gathered together and closed all the gaps in
mutual enjoyment. Saturday evening we held our Class
Dinner in Harris, as we were too many for Knowlton
dining room. Gertrude Noyes joined us for this affair
and represented our sister class of 1925. She read the
following Mailgram "Dear Golden Girls, You're still
'deep down in our hearts.' All our best to you and
have a grand reunion." Gretchen Snyder Francis,
Reunion Chairman, read several messages and the
names of classmates who could not return to reunion
but sent their greetings. Barbara (Bob) Tracy Coogan
gave a brief "Resume of the Resumes" mentioning
many of the unusual activities and accomplishments of
the class over the last fifty years. The Remembrance
booklet was distributed to everyone present and will be
mailed to all the other members of the class. We
remembered with love our fifteen deceased members.
After dinner a brief Class Meeting was held and, as we
had started the meal with one verse of "Now the Day is
Over" we closed our fiftieth celebration by holding
hands and pledging the Mizpah benediction "May the
Lord watch between me and thee while we are absent
one from another." Amen.
Those who attended reunion were: Miriam Addis
Wooding, Sarah Barber Pierce, Ruth Battey Silver,
Mildred Beardsley Stiles, Elizabeth Cade Simons,
Sarah Carslake, Eleanor Chamberlin, Lyda Chatfield
Sudduth, Susan Chittenden Cuningham, Edith Clark,
Madelyn C1ish Wankmiller, Mary Crofoot DeGange,
Alice Cronbach Uchitelle, Constance Delagrange
Ruux, Frances Fletcher Kruger, Marjorie Halsted
Heffron, Ruth Hitchcock Walcott, Florence Hopper
Levick, Esther Hunt Peacock, Gertrude Johnson
Harris, Frances Jones Stremlau, Frances Joseph,
Henrietta Kanehl Kohms, Margaret Knight Casey,
Marian Lamson Carr, Elizabeth Leeds Merrill, Helen
Lehman Buttenwieser, Winifred Maynard Wright,
Thistle McKee Bennett, Marguerite Olmstead Williams,
Janet Paine, Lois Parker Schipul, Lois Penny
Stephenson, Sarah Puhouse Becker, Margaret Rich
Raley, Eleanor Richmond Smith, Theodora Sanford
Clute, Gretchen Snyder Francis, Ruth Stevens
Thornton, Helen Tatum Rountree, Barbara Tracy
Coogan, Grace Trappan, Elizabeth Tremaine Pierce,
Esther Vars duBuse, Minnie Watchinsky Peck,
Margaret Wheeler, Mary Wilcox Cross, Frances
Williams Wood, Ethel Woodruff Pulsifer, Margaret
Woodworth Shaw.
Correspondent: Mrs. J.e. Sewall (Constance
Noble) 6 The Fairway, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
'27
'6 Catherine Mar Whittaker and Henrietta'2 Lou Owens Rogers announce that "plansfor our 50th reunion are under way.
After the initial planning meeting we
will contact you." Meanwhile think 50th reunion, June
1978. "It can be a success only if you are there to be a
part of it." Before Kay becomes too involved, she is
escaping to Spain for a short visit.
Eleanor Mann Romano sees Maddie Smith Gibson
'26 occasionally and states, "When I retire at the end
of Mar. '77, I won't really be retiring, They want me to
come back for 3 days a week. I really like my job and
it's extra nice to be wanted." In Nov. E sallied forth on
a 3-week tour of New Zealand and Australia.~N.Y. to
L.A. to Auckland with one hour stopover in Honolulu-c.
18lh hours airborne. "When we got to Auckland I
thought I was on Mars!" The group saw the breathtak-
ing natural wonders on the North and South Islands.
Australia got short-changed, saw only 3 cities and no
outback. E. is all set for another safari and this fall
plans on a freighter cruise of 42 days to the Orient.
Roberta.Bitgood Wiersma retired from her full time
church job in Battle Creek to a new home near c.c.
Here she will continue her work with the AG,O. Last
fall, marking her retirement, Roberta gave two pro-
grams in Battle Creek which included many of her own
organ and choral compositions. Feb. 77, she toured
Fla. giving recitals, workshops and speeches, In Clear-
water she was entertained at luncheon by Karla Heurich
Harrison where she saw Mildred Dornan Goodwillie
'26, Margaret (Tauchy) Tauchert Knothe and Florence
Hopper Levick '27. In Lakeland she saw Charlotte
Sweet Moffatt. Roberta concludes, "SEE YOU IN '78."
Josephine Henderson Kinkead reports that the Jan.
West Coast Alumni (Fla.) meeting in Sarasota was
held at the lovely retirement home where Parkie
McCombs '25 lives. "There were about 20 of us, '28
was represented by Karla, Tauchy, Estelle Harmon
Pardee and myself. Because we are so scattered (Palm
Harbor to Naples) it is hard to get organized on any
project. In May Karla has invited us for a picnic on her
beach." In 1975 Jo made a "wonderful big trip to the
Orient" and in 1976 trips to Atlanta and San Francisco
which represented visits with her children. Between
tripping, Jo golfs, enjoys bridge, "sews up a storm,"
reads, knits and plays the piano at least once a day
(good for arthritic fingers). "The days aren't long
enough and I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO THE
50th."
Elizabeth (Bus) Arthur Roth writes that Prudence
Drake is well and wintered in Fla. in Feb. Bus and John
still spend their summer months at their cottage on the
French River in Ontario-c-orherwise it is Cleveland
where she has "been doing some work with the West-
port (Conn.) Writers Workshop, just for fun." Six years
ago Bus retired from the Ohio Bell Telephone Co. after
42 years of service. This last Jan. her letter anticipated
the gas and electric shortage which Ohio was to ex-
perience and she spoke of the horror of the winter to
date. She is PONDERING THE 1978 REUNION.
Jeanette (Jean) Bradley Brooks and Dick last Oct.
paused in Hanover but missed George and Say-Say
Schoenhut. In Feb. they were off with cousin Barbara
Brooks Bixby '26 to explore the Phoenix-Tucson area
which includes a week of riding at an Ariz. ranch,
Virginia Hawkins Perrine had a rugged year in and
out of the hospital with nurses at home and now Pete is
in a nursing horne. She was able to spend Christmas
with daughter Anne and family in Hamden, Conn. and
hoped to make contact with Margaret (Marny) Howard
Ballantyne in nearby Cheshire.
Adelaide (Kinky) King Quebman spotted Margaret
Merriam Zellers and Jack at a Falmouth clambake
last summer. Both Zeuerses have been jumping ever
since Jack's Apr. '76 retirement. Grandson #2 was
taken to an Ariz. ranch last Easter vacation while
grandson #1 (all 6' 2" of him) was brought to Hanover
for Dartmouth interviewing. Fall 1976 found Peg and
Jack in London, later in France exploring parts un-
familiar to them. When at home she is engrossed with
the Women's Exchange in Southport. Peg claims that
her enthusiasm and interest in the college has grown
over the years and she has PROMISED TO BE AT
OUR 50th.
Beatrice Lord retired for the 2nd time in May '76.
Now "I am enjoying not having to watch clocks after
41 years of it." Occasionally she trips to Ottawa and
Montreal, is well and happy.
Edith (Bugs) Cloyes Mcllwaine is an enthusiastic
winter bird watcher. With her feeder near a window,
she notes the cardinals are increasing over the years as
year round residents and finds them in stunning con-
trast to blue jays against the snow. Curling is another
enthusiasm but dressed by "overlaying" she found her
mobility almost zero.
Catherine (Oil) Page McNutt finds herself "between
planes until the first of the year." Dil saw Reba Cee
Ehlers at a high school reunion in May '76.
Hazel Gardner Hicks and Fort spent Christmas with
their son and daughter and their families in Md. They
planned their annual Apr. vacation at Long Boat Key
where they hoped to see the '28ers in the area. Hazel
enclosed a Jan. '77 New London Day picture of Pres.
Oakes Ames, his wife Louise and a Day reporter cross
country skiing in the college Arboretum.
Elizabeth Gordon Van Law and Van with daughter
Judy and family planned another Greenbrier Christ-
mas. During the fall she saw Madelyn Wheeler Chase
and husband who were en route south after a summer
north.
Hilda Van Horn Rickenbaugh, according to an Oct.
Denver Post, "planted some 400 malus floribunda
(flowering crab) trees along the streets and parkways
of Birmingham, Mich., a fact that grateful city has
never forgotten."
Marion Pierpont Brown as of Dec. '75 retired from
"paid employment" as a social worker in Conn. Now a
volunteer in an advisory capacity on state and county
councils for alcohol, aging, health and welfare, mental
health and youth counseling, she continues her busy
life. She is a volunteer driver for HELP in rural com-
munities where public transportation is non-existent.
She also found time for travel-i-S. America, the near
East and the Caribbean. This May '77 she is set for an
excursion to Great Britain with a peek at the Outer
Hebrides. Marion HOPES TO ATrEND THE 50th
REUNION.
Evelyn Davis Fernald has divided her time for the
past 12 years between Naples, Fla. and Owl's Head,
Me. With many friends in both places and having
"weather more to my liking than year round living in
•
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either place would be," she knows that one of these
days she must make a choice. Her Me. summers offer
bridge, wonderful musicals and plays at nearby theaters
and of course guests. Fla. is more domestic, sewing,
knitting, reading and a bit of gardening. Last summer
in Me., on an enclosed porch, Evie grew hydroponi-
cally, a burpless cucumber. "If Me. weather had been
as consistently warm as Fla., I'm sure the vine would
have produced more than the 5 beauties I felt were
Blue Ribbon quality. It was an expensive conversation
piece." Evie breaks her trip by stopping with Elmo
Ashton Decherd for a day or so. Elmo spent a week
with Evie in Fla. where they discovered Florence
Surpless Miller '27. She also sees Maddy Wheeler
Chase and Earle who are not too far away. At least 4
years ago Joan Hoge and her companion of many years
spent a few days with Evie in Me. "If she doesn't go to
Canada this summer maybe she will get to Owl's
Head." Evie is TOYING WITH THE sou,
Elizabeth Hart Collins' husband passed away two
years ago. "I try to keep very very busy." Trips, bridge,
golf, volunteer work and visits with her son and family
i,! Colo. which included a granddaughter's college
graduation, help in a small way. •
Dorothy Davenport Voorhees and Ralph, upon
Ralph's retirement at the end of '76, sold the family
home and moved into an apartment. In Feb., with
daughter Tcokie and family, they came to Queechee,
Vt. for a winter week. The Schoenbuts and the Voorhees
were able to enjoy some time together, during which
ideas were discussed, memories revived and discoveries
made, one that Jane Moore Warner's ('31) son and
family are new neighbors of George and Say Say.
Helen Little Clark and John for 7 years lived in and
adjusted to the "Original Leisure Village." "Lots to do
or as little as you want-we take off and lock our doors
and somebody else shovels." She hears frequently
from Ethelyn (Babe) Redden Farnsworth who now has
a tree farm in Lancaster, S.c.
Lois (80) Day Allan's annual toy fair trek to Ger-
many and Australia was interlarded with incredible
experiences in remote places. "A direct flight to Japan
found me exploring places not visited on previous trips
staying in Japanese inns living Japanese style. Each
day is an adventure, travelling in a country where
everything is so different, where I can't speak the lan-
guage nor read signs. I went out to the western coast of
the Nato Peninsula and also to the island of Sado.
There, in hand sign language, the hotel manager of-
fered to take me to see some country dancing. I was
advised to wear the kimonos and coat provided by the
hotel. Dressed up, I felt like a corsetted, ankle-tied seal
with the additional hazard of geta on my feet. I minced
my way down some stairs and into the car but nearly
collapsed with laughter and frustration walking from
the car park to the village hall. Another funny experi-
ence was a stay in a large spa where the hotel was
several floors high and built on the side of a mountain
overlooking an island-filled bay of exceptional beauty.
The steam baths and hot pool for all the ladies was on
the top floor. I overcame my shyness and joined all the
other lady guests in the hot pool. This particular pool
was circular, with a fountain in the center. Surpris-
ingly, it revolved so that all the naked ladies basking in
the hot pool could have an equal opportunity to enjoy
the view of the bay through the floor length windows!
Last year was the Year of the Drought. "I was lucky to
live in this Thames Valley (England) where we never
had our water actually cut off. This summer I have been
re-designing "Fuzzy-Felt boxes and incorporating Ger-
man and French in the titles. Now I am busy getting
ready for the 1977 toy fairs."
Sarah Emily (Say Say) Brown Schoenhut is THINK-
ING 50th and wonders the practicality of the scattered
north country classmates joining forces in order to
make the June 1978 trip.
Correspondent: Mrs. George Schoenhut (Sarah
Emily Brown), Five Corners on Potato Hill, Ely, VI.
05044
Barbara White Keniston's card came too
late for the last issue. In Oct '75 she and
Eleanor Thayer Toney flew to the Paris
home of Elizabeth McCusker White and
her husband for a delightful two-week visit. Barbara
spends Christmas, Easter and most holidays with
daughter Susie and family in Va. In Mar. '76 she visited
son Jack and his family in Sao Paulo, Brazil. This past
Sept. the c.c. "suite-mates" had a house party at the
home of Eleanor Thayer Toney in Alexandria, va.
Betty McCusker White and husband flew over from
•
Correspondent: Mrs. 0.H. Murray (Norma George).
5580 So. Green Tree Ct .. New Berlin. Wise. 5315/
~1-
Back to c.c. for our 45th came 30 mem-
bers of the class of '32 and four husbands,
as follows: Hortense Alderman Cooke,
Helen Alton Stewart, Mabel Barnes
Knauff, Ruth Caswell Clapp (and Ed), Susan Comfort,
Kathryne Cooksey Corey .. Priscilla Dennett Willard,
lsabelle Ewing Knecht, Margaret Hazlewood, Margaret
Leland Weir, Sophie Litsky Gold (and Leon), Jane Mac-
Kenzie, Hilma McKinstry Talcott, Priscilla Moore
Brown, Marion Nichols Arnold, Charlotte Nixon Prigge,
Betty Patterson Travis, Ruth Paul Miller, Ruth Ray-
mond Gay, Jean Richards Schramm, Elizabeth Root
Johnson, Leah Savitsky Rubin (and Jack), Micki Solo-
mon Savin, Cecilia Standish Richardson, Virginia
Stephenson, Adelaide Thompson Hicks, Alice Van
Deusen Powell (and Bill), Eleanor Wilcox Sloan, Esther
Winslow, and Gertrude Yoerg Doran.
Arriving on Friday afternoon, we checked into
Wright House and set up class headquarters in Room
213 where all weekend there was much reminiscing,
reinforced by a collection of scrapbooks and albums.
Friday evening we met President and Mrs. Ames at
a reception in the courtyard of the new library. A
delicious buffet dinner in Harris Refectory was followed
by a brief program. Later the Departments of Music,
Dance, and Theater presented a "Potpourri of the
Performing Arts" at the College House (formerly the
President's House).
The annual meeting of the Alumni Association was
held Saturday morning. Among the class gifts pre-
sented was '32's more than $4200. Also on Saturday
morning, some of us heard the "Confessions of an
Opera Addict" by Michael Burlingame of the History
Department. A picnic on Harris Green led to an after-
noon of wandering around campus, touring the beauti-
ful new library, attending a program at the Childrens'
School, or attending baccalaureate.
Our class meeting was held at Lighthouse 'Inn pre-
ceding our banquet. New officers elected were:
President, Hort Alderman Cooke; Vice President and
Reunion Chairman, Marion Nichols Arnold; Class
Correspondent and Secretary, Ruth Baylis Toaz;
Treasurer, Ceil Standish Richardson; Class Fund
Agent, Gertrude Yoerg Doran.
Sunday morning some left campus while others
attended commencement. By noon our reunion was
over. Appreciation, much deserved, is extended to
Peggy Leland Weir and Betty Patterson Travis for a
great job of planning. We wish the entire class had
been there to enjoy it.
Ruth Baylis Toaz and Bob went to Calif. in Sept. '76
for a visit with son Rob who is with the Army Corps of
Engineers. Planned for June a cruise from Copenhagen
to the Land of the Midnight Sun.
Ruth Caswell Clapp's newest granddaughter,
Kimberley So Yun Clapp, is a real charmer. She's a
Korean foundling adopted at 5 months by son David
and wife Diane. During '76 Ruth and Ed travelled to
Ga., N.C., Me., Mass. and Washington, D.C.
Margaret Cornehlsen Kern will retire soon from the
Broward County, Fla., Health Dept. She and her hus-
band, already retired, look forward to enjoying projects
and trips together.
Drusilla Fielding is retiring after 20 years at Bowdoin
and 10 years at c.c., working in the presidents' offices
at both colleges. She has moved to a new home on the
ocean in New Harbor, Me.
Sylvia Hendel Irwin and Harold retired to Margate,
Fla. and are enjoying apartment living. Physician son
Richard is at R.1. Hospital in Providence and daughter
Roberta is working as a hygienist in Mass. The Irwins
have 4 granddaughters and 3 grandsons.
Marian Kendrick Daggett and Larry spent three
weeks in Hawaii in Nov. They had a swim with Jean
Stanley Dise '34 and husband. The Daggetts spent
Christmas with their son in Calgary, especially en-
joying the winter drive through the Canadian Rockies.
Rickie would like to know if any class members share
her interest in genealogy, "mostly in New England and
Great Britain."
Helen McKernan is retiring after teaching 2nd and
3rd graders in Farmington, Conn. for 17 years. She
lives in a condominium and recommends it. She oc-
casionally sees Helen Alton Stewart and Ruth Raymond
Gay.
Ruth Raymond Gay's daughter Cindy recently pre-
sented them with a 2nd grandson, Matthew. In Feb.,
the Gays were still waiting for a new car ordered in
Oct. so they could hook up their trailer and start on
their annual trip to Fla.
Deborah Roud Cutler reports trips to Europe, Hawaii
and the Caribbean. Daughter Connie and family moved
to Conn.; so the Cutlers see much more of their two
grandsons. Daughter Bess teaches art at De Cordova
Museum.
. Dorothy Stevens enjoys N.H. again after many years
m London. She plans annual trips to see old friends in
England. ~he !s involved in Meals on Wheels, the
Nashua Historical Society and the local Arts and
Science Center. She sees Louisa Kent and Helen
Benson Mann, both c.c. '30.
G.ertrude Yoerg Doran misses three of her large
fam,llY who recently moved to Chicago, Colo. and
Cahf. Gert and husband toured Ireland in Oct. and want
to return.
The sympathy of the class is extended to Kathryne
Cooksey Corey whose. husband died suddenly in Feb.
~nd to Marian K~ndnck Daggett, whose sister Muriel
29 passed away m summer '76. We have learned of
the death of Virginia Wilcox Downing and extend
sympathy to her family.
Co-correspondents: Mrs. James E. Corey (Kamryne
Cooksey),. ~8?1Massachusetts -tve., Bethesda, Md.
20016; Virginia Stephenson, 4000 MassachusellS Av
NW washington. D.C. 20016. e.
Ne.w correspo~denl: Mrs. Robert D. Toaz (RUlh
Baylis) 35 Sammis Street, Huntington, N. Y. 1/743
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Paris via the Concorde. Allison Durkee Tyler and her
husband flew up from Fla. and Barbara flew down
from Conn.-a marvelous get-together and reunion:
Helen Oakley Rockhold and her Ralph keep busy
and happy in the public practice of Christian Science
in Concord, N.H. They usually take one trip a year and
in '76 visited son Alan and his family in San Mateo,
Calif. and went on to Hawaii for two weeks of superb
weather. Daughter Carol and family live in Concord,
which is a great joy to them.
Helen Benson Mann wrote from Venice, Fla. where
they had hoped to find sun and warm weather. It was
cold, but "there was no snow to shovel" and they had
hopes for better days ahead. Katherine (Kay) Fuller
Whitney and husband were to arrive in Mar. and they
expected to see Elizabeth (Betty) Edwards Spencer
and Frank. A second note said that while the Spencers
were visiting Helen, Louisa Kent, who was visiting her
sister nearby looked them up, not knowing the Spencers
were there. Helen, as new class agent, hopes class
members will support the AAGP for all they are worth.
Margaret Cook Curry keeps busy with her art work
and planned to join a painting group going to Trinidad
for a week in June. She looked forward to a busy sum-
mer, visiting in July with her daughter and son-in-law
and expecting visits from the rest of her family.
Margaret Jackman Oesen has two granddaughters
at the U. of N.H. In Sept. another one will start at Colby.
Meg reported that Gertrude Kahne is coming along
well from severe burns to her back suffered when her
apron caught fire from the kitchen stove.
Elizabeth (Betty) Capron plans to retire on Aug. I
but she "can't seem to link the concept of it to the flow
of energy which never lessens." For the past II years
she has been at the U. Conn. School of Social Work,
holding down an associate professorship and in recent
years matching 150 or so first and second year students
to field work settings.
Marion Ransom moved from Taunton, Mass. to
Cheshire, Conn. and will now be able to visit her
friends in the New London area "and in N.J.
Ruth Jackson Webb spent another Christmas in Eng-
land with son Rod, who is still lecturing in law at the
U. of Leeds. She enjoyed a IO-day driving trip seeing
some of the country villages and towns around London.
She planned a trip to Sarasota, Fla. to visit her brother
in the spring and then expected to be at home in Den-
ver for the summer. "Denver had hardly any winter
this year which was just fine, although the moisture is
badly needed there."
Edith Allen MacDiarmid had an interesting and
enjoyable trip to the eastern European countries in
July '76 with her youngest daughter-in-law. In Apr. '77
she planned a tour of East Asia with a friend. Her visit
to Isabel Gilbert Greenwood, postponed, is definitely
"on" for Sept. Edie keeps busy with children, grand-
children and house guests plus one full day a week as
volunteer nurse's aide and enjoys her season tickets to
the symphony opera.
Fanny Young Sawyer is a grandmother for the first
time of a little girl born in Jan. and considers 'herself
fortunate that the parents live in Cleveland. Her other
son and his wife live in NYC which is "still a great
place to visit." Fanny lives in her home but the idea of
an apartment seems to loom larger every year.
Constance Smith Langtry and Alec relocated from
the cold N.Y.-Canadian border to Wilmington, N.C. In
Sepr., after 57 years, Alec returned to his birthplace,
Khabarovsk, in the USSR Siberian Far East, visiting
two sisters there and one in Kiev. He located them in
'75 after 45 years of no communication, Daughter
Sondra, traveling from a different part of the world,
joined him in Siberia and acted as interpreter since
Alec had forgotten the language. Meanwhile Connie
visited her sister, Claudine Smith Hane '22 and her
family in Minn. and N. Dak.
Allison Durkee Tyler's highlight of the year was the
Oct. publishing of husband, O.Z. Tyler Jr's book,
Osceola, Seminole Indian Chief, which is in the form
of an epic poem. Allison had an interesting two years
as co-ehairman of the historical house in St. Augustine,
maintained by the Colonial Dames of America in Fla.
The house has been restored and furnished to represent
the period from 1845-70 when it was usee as a high
class inn and boarding house.
Lelia Benedict Simmons and Ashley are active in
the New Smyrna, Fla. Little Theater and in church
work. Ashley is secretary of the local Shrine Club and
Lelia is on the Ladies' Board of the Smyrna Yacht Club.
They have six grandchildren, the oldest 19.
The sympathy of the class goes out to the family of
Margaret Brewer Bunyan who died on Dec. 10.
-------------
visiting her sister. Emily and Henry had a wonderful
trip to France and England last fall, catching up with
old friends.
Louise Hill Corliss and Clark, retired, are now living
in New Orleans where the J children and grandchildren
are. Youngest daughter just graduated from college
and her husband is off to serve Uncle Sam.
Eleanor Hine Kranz replied to my query about Mar-
tha's Vineyard "secession", "I might just run for US
Senator!" Ellie and Red escaped some of the 77 winter
by island hopping in the Caribbean-returned to Chop
Chop just in time for the last haltering storm, and
wondered why!
Harriet Isherwood Power and Burt are selling their
house and moving into an apartment temporarily-
may he tempted to move to N.E., even though their
Jan. visit was very cold and snowy.
Alison Jacobs McBride and Vincent added a 6th
granddaughter to their list last fall. Spent holidays in
Buffalo and Chicago visiting children.
Helen Lavietes Krosnick and Gerry spent Christmas
in Bermuda-"rainy and windy but beautiful." Daugh-
ter Ellen still teaches in Calif. but is getting homesick
for N.E.
Helen Laycock Olmsted is busy as evening super-
visor of a Santa Monica, Calif. retirement home, after a
brief "vacation" for throat surgery. Nan's Judy and
son-in-law, armed with doctorates, are teaching in Rin
Shams U. in Cairo and live on an island in the Nile.
Son Dick is an executive in Am Tel office, lives in N.J.
with wife and 3 children. Nan loves living in Calif.-
"sun dress on the patio on Christmas-yum!"
Dorothy Merrill Dorman and Dan are delighted to
have another daughter in the family of so many sons.
Chris marred a "backyard neighbor" last summer.
Alice Miller Tooker sent me a beautiful Indian
Ocean view from Durban. She and a friend spent 5
weeks this winter with the Mount Kenya Safari Club.
At home she keeps very busy with needlepoint, quilt-
ing, crocheting-and in the summer much golf.
Elizabeth Moon Woodhead and Dan left Conn. ice
and snow in Feb. to visit children in Chicago, Denver
and San Francisco.
Jane Petrequin Hackenburg retired in June after 34
years of teaching and really enjoys the freedom to
travel and visit her 8 grandchildren. Son Dick is head
of Allegheny Ludlum Steel's insurance program;
Eleanor is uss't director of admissions at Wooster
College while husband finishes doctoral program at
Ii;diana U.; Patricia is head of phys. ed. program at
Hudson H.S. near Cleveland; and Susan is "devoted
mother of 5 and hostess to half the neighborhood."
Lydia Riley Davis and Harrison had a frosty Fla.
trip in Feb. Daughter Peggy and husband visited from
Paris at Thanksgiving and left Lyd to baby-sit with
granddaughter Virginie who speaks French but learned
a lot of English during the visit.
Dorothy Sisson Tuten sent a humorous "pome"
letter from Fla.-"orange ice for dessert-a la freeze on
the trees, 22" on Jan. 20."
Marjorie Sorenson MacPherson retired after break-
ing her hip and has been busy since keeping house for
'34
Helen Andrews Keough and Nick left
Calif. in Feb., via trailer, for a 6-month's
tour to the East-Conn. in Apr., Vt. in
May. Helen talked with Gertrude Tetor
Young, now living in the Rancho Bernardo area, 20
miles from Helen's Mission Hills.
Cary Bauer Bresnan and Joe deserted Conn. cold to
spend the winter with Cary's mother in Ala.
Florence Baylis Skelton and Bob left blizzards behind
in N.Y. state and flew to daughter's home on Maui for
6 weeks, stopping in Ariz. on way home to visit with
friends who are trying to get them 10 retire there. Babe
is "not about to give up greenery for desert!"
Emily Benedict Halverson, not to be relegated yet to
the senior citizen group, thoroughly enjoyed a cross
country skiing class this winter.
Marjorie Bishop succumbed to the travel bug-com-
bines working as director of therapeutic recreation in
Simsbury with trips 10 explore Newfoundland, Peru,
the Congo and up the Amazon to visit the Head
Hunters.
Serena Blodgett Mowry is finally okay after II ~
months of post op. staph infection. S!;J.esees the George
Averys (CC botany), Billy Hazlewood (CC drama)
and Alice Ramsay (CC darlin') during the year.
Mary Curnow Berger and Jack's "first bloodline
grandchild Kristian is sheer delight-healthy, happy
and handsome." Jack retired in Jan. but does con-
sultant engineering. Red keeps from getting stale with
her Red Cross job.
Emily Daggy Vogel phoned from Fla. where she was
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her two older sisters.
Jean Stanley Dise sent some nostalgic photos of
Freshman Pageant. You will see them in our red scrap-
book when you come to the 45th reunion in '79.
Marie Stone Levy and doctor husband enjoyed vaca-
tion trips to England, France and Spain---escaped a bit
of Feb. chill by going to Santo Domingo. At home
Marie is "on call" as chauffeur for her husband, helps
10 the office, and is active in the hospital auxiliary.
Alice Taylor Gorham and Tom enjoy life in Rochester,
N.Y. Tom is involved in YM work, especially camps.
Alice enjoys housewifery, needlework and friends.
Daughter Pat and husband both teach, live on small
farm with 2 children, and animals. Nancy, also on farm
with ditto children and animals, is ass't prof. of phys.
ed. at Russell Sage and her husband specializes in
pediatric cardiology at Albany Medical Center. Bar-
bara, remarried, to a paper chemist with Sandoz, is
ass't to pres. of Microfilm, Inc. Her IO-year-old son
loves his new Dad.
Jance Trace Spragg and Shirley made a trip around
the world "in less than the proverbial 90 days.
itinerary fabulous ... Calcutta unbelievable but to
have seen it once is enough." They spent July at Keuka
Lake cabin, Oct. in Atlanta. and Christmas in San
Diego to visit son Roger and family. Jocelyn was
there too.
Elizabeth Turner Gilfillan and Bob spent Feb. and
Mar. on the Costa del Sol, Spain. Betsy retired from
teaching at Rose Tree Media School after 21 years.
Mary Turnock Jaegee is starting a new career, after
resigning from teaching, eyes set on a Ph.D. in social
sciences.
Millicent Waghorn Cass joined a local singing group
and enjoys participation in concerts. Spent last Aug. in
North Tahoe and Sacramento with friends.
Olga Wester Russell recently published a book,
Humor. in Pascal. According to [he review it is a
"necessary guide for a true and complete understand-
ing of Pascal's genius-s-a brilliant analysis."
Margaret Worthy Arnold was deep in seed catalogs
when she sent her news note. In Jan. she and her fam-
ily were still munching joyously on frozen fruits and
cellar-stored vegetables from the '76 garden. She
doesn't travel much because Jack's vacation is boat
oriented. y-year-old granddaughter is "the brightest
and most beautiful child."
Your correspondent is still thoroughly enjoying life
as a "day laborer" in the wholesale nursery, and occa-
sional speaker on "Herbs" or "Heath and Heather."
Son-in-law is almost finished with dental school and
hopefully will choose to practice nearer N.E. than
Tennessee. We .don't see our enchanting granddaugh-
ter nearly enough.
Correspondent: Mrs. J. Arthur Wheeler (Ann
Crocker), Box 18/, Westport Point, Mass. 0279/
/. Frances Aiken Dickey has been involved''26 in intermittent health education and
",J nursing since college graduation and
most recently part-time social work with
confined elderly people in Perry County, 111.Her hus-
band, Thomas W., Jr. is a professor, Rehab Institute,
So. [I!. U. They have two sons, Thomas and Robert.
Janet Alexander McGeorge and Eugene traveled to
Mexico, Hawaii and Europe. They have a grand-
daughter, Jennifer 5. Jan has been pres. of PTA, of
local woman's club. of Sunnyhills (home for emo-
tionally disturbed children). They live in Mill Valley,
Calif.
Bette Andrews York and Leslie were in Europe at
reunion time last year. They were in Bermuda, Mar.
'76. They summer in Madison, Conn. May to Oct.
Elisabeth (Betsy) Beals Steyaart and Charles retired
to Sanibel, Fla. He is a retired G.P., now convalescing
after a stay in hospital and c.C.U. Betsy busies herself
with Lyons Civic Club, Wayne Co. Medical Society,
Church Women's Ass'n. as well as designing and work-
ing needlepoint, painting, shellcraft, knitting. They
have two children, James L. and Susan Stcyaart Frost.
Louise (Dickie) Brastow Peck and Jonathan traveled
much in the western states as well as to Spain, London,
Mexico, So. Africa, Morocco and Kenya. Last summer
they were in France. They have two children and two
grandchildren. Dickie volunteers at a local con-
valescent home.
Jeannette (Jay) Brewer Goodrich Jives in N. Car.
and has two sons, Schuyler 111and Glenn. She traveled
in recent years in the eastern states and in Utah.
Patricia Burton Burton and husband J. Kemper have
7 children, 4 grandchildren. Patty's done work in
career counseling and referral services, plus member-
ship chairman Friends of the Library, various volunteer
jobs, co-chairman women's tennis committee.
Evelyn Kelly Head and Raymond now live near
their two daughters in W. Peabody and Salem, Mass.
Their oldest grandchild, Davis, is finishing his l st year
at lawrence Academy. Evelyn and husband spent Mar.
in St. Thomas, V.1.
Jean Clarke Lay and George enjoy summer sailing
on Long Island Sound. They have two married daugh-
ters. two grandchildren and a son still in college. Jean
is a secretary at Wilcoxson School in Stratford, Conn.
Her husband is retired.
Ernestine Manson Cole moved from Shapleigh, Me.
to Englewood, Fla.
Elizabeth Parsons Lehman spent Oct. '76 in Denver
where she helped with two of their latest grand-
children. twin boys. They have eight grandchildren.
She and her husband Charles purchased a 1776 farm-
house in Quechee, Vt. as a future retirement home.
Alice (Bunny) Dorman Webster and Josephine
(Jody) Bygate Rolfe visited Sally Jumper in Washing-
ton, D.C. in Nov. '76. Bunny's Jrd grandson was born
Feb. 8. Jody has 4 grandchildren.
Frances Garvin Pillsbury is active in garden clubs
of America in Dublin, N.H. and travels a good deal,
having visited Dorothy (Dutch) Boden West in Plain-
field, N.J.
Margaret Burgess Hoy and Frank moved to Boca
R~ton, Fla. from Swansea, Mass. Son John was ad-
mitred to the Fla. bar in Dec. and Peg and Frank at-
tended the ceremony in W. Palm Beach.
Margery Harris McLean and James moved from L A
to Encino, Calif. . .
A.lice Cobb ~arra~ee and Noel visited the Monterey
Peninsula, ~ahf; their son Dana and wife; and cousins
10 the Pacific N.W. and Tacoma-Seattle area. At
Christmas Alice's brother and wife from Lake Worth
Fla. joined them in Mass. '
Barbara McLeod is back home in Windsor Locks
Conn. after having been with her sister who lost he;
husband. Barbara had a trip to Scandinavian coun-
tries, seeing reindeer running along the road and
standing at the edge of the world at North Cape.
Shirley Fayette Langler and Kenneth visited son
David in Ill. and daughter Barbara in wise. Another
daughter, Ginnie, and family still live nearby.
I?oroth}' Barbour Siavich and Jerald, along with
their dogs, sought warmer winter than Ill.'s in Texas.
Dorothy Kelsey Rouse and Wesley are busy with
their own real estate business and enjoy son Wes Jr.
and daughter Betsy and their families near by.
Caroline Stewart Eaton's husband Robert is Dean at
Nichols College, Dudley, Mass. They are busy building
and selling houses, still on own land with a greenhouse
which Carol says is fun to fill with flowers when there
is snow outside. They have a modular home which they
visit once a month on Lake Winnipesaukee, N.H. Son
Ladd lives two houses away and they enjoy their grand-
child, Alyssa Beth 2YJ. They went to Bermuda Easter '76.
Jeanette Stahl Wallins is in Boca Raton, Fla.
Marjorie (Midge) Maas Haber has a new grandson,
Douglas E. Balcer, Nov. 3. She has 5 grandchildren,
3 in Conn. to her c.c. alumna daughter and 2 in Mil-
waukee to her other daughter. Midge enjoyed twelve
beautiful sunny days in St. Thomas this winter.
Agatha McGuire Daghlian and Philip's daughter,
Alice Daghlian Kanayan, c.c. '66 and family are
transferred by Marty's Shell Oil Co. from Grand Rapids
to Detroit. They await news from his grandmother in
the earthquake area of Rumania. 2nd daughter, Beth,
c.c. '70, has been working as buyer of purses,
sweaters, etc. at the Union in Columbus, Ohio. Son
Chuck finishes his Ph.D. in paleobotany from U. of
Texas, Austin.
Lois Ryman Areson has done some skiing in VI. this
winter with a daughter and daughter-in-law but was
curtailed by sitting for another daughter's two large
dogs while she went to Greece for '10 months. She saw
Patty Burton Burton at a paddle match recently and is
happy they can still keep up with the young ones. She
and her husband are off to the Bermuda lnternat'I
golf tournament.
Mari Sproat Fisk did some work as secretary for an
ad magazine in Troy, N. Y. last Sept. She spent some
time on Cape Cod and Martha's Vineyard last fall.
Between her two daughters, she has 7 grandchildren,
amongst them 7-year-old twin boys. All live near in
N.J. Mari occasionally hears from Elva (Happy) Bobst
Link, as (hey live close.
Martha (Marcie) Bunting Southwick is in Providence.
Virginia Bowen Wilcox and Jos.' daughter Cath-
erine is interning in home ec. ed. in a local (Talla-
hassee) high school and will go to graduate school.
Son Ben finished one quarter of grad school in instruc-
tional media and works with Fla. Public Radio cover-
ing the legislature. Last year Ginnie and Jos. visited
Margaret (Peg) Burgess Hoy and Frank in Boca Raton.
They enjoy wilderness camping when they can find it.
Jane Wyckoff Bishop, after a coronary and stroke 8
years ago, made a good recovery and now walks with a
brace. She is active in the Women's Board of Hiram
House Camp. for underprivileged and inner city
youngsters, and an active member of the Garden Clubs
of America. "Shaker Lakes." Cleveland. She and
Frances Ernst Costello talk on the phone to each other
once or twice a week. Jane's husband Homer, semi-
retired industrial engineer. is a great help to Jane.
Margaret Morehouse Kellogg and Duane retired to
Bethel, VI. three years ago and take care of a large yard
with garden. fruit trees, etc. Their four children all live
in New England: the youngest. a minister, in VI.; two
daughters in Conn., and their doctor son near Boston,
plus 5 grandchildren.
Gladys Jeffers lahn replaces Betty Beals Steyaart
as Class Agenl.
Correspondent: Mrs. Robert W. Stoughton (Arline
Goeuler), ]4 Cold Spring Drive. Bloomfield, Conn.
06002
We had a grand class reunion ... our
3'7 Fortieth. The following helped make it ahappy affair. We all wished there could
have been more of us to share it.
Margaret Aymar Clark, Eliza Bissell Carroll, Ruth
Burdsall Reed, Leonore Carabba Griffin, Dorothy
Chalker Sauer, Mary Corrigan Daniels, Virginia
Deuel, Leonore Gilson Williams, Katharine Griswold
Spellman, Emma Moore Manning, Mila Rindge,
Elizabeth Schumann Teter, Winifred Seale Slaughter,
Bernice Wheeler, Emma Moore Manning made it all
the way from San Mateo, Calif! Pearl Myland Kaufman
sent regrets as one of her sons was getting married.
Marion Littlefield Fisher was attending the christening
of her only grandchild, Katherine Kirchner Grubb
had made other family commitments, Mary Reynolds
Lemmon was attending her husband's 40th at West
Point, Mildred Beach Miller was involved in a family
wedding, Mary Degnan was on a trip to Ireland,
Dorothy Wadhams Cleaveland cannot travel far be-
cause of a severe diet problem and for reasons of
health Elizabeth Smith Hiscox could not be with us.
Bunny Wheeler, ( If past and future class president,
with Betty Corrigan Daniel's help had a party for all
of us at Bunny's charming barn-residence in Niantic
Saturday before our class dinner. Ruth Burdsall Reed
and her husband were noble assistants! The College
had all sorts of entertaining things for us to do
throughout the weekend; we were all glad we came;
we hope to have many more classmates to share the
next time!
The class extends sympathy to the family of Virginia
Peterson Sarles who died in March, 1977 as the result
of injuries received in an auto accident.
Class Correspondent: Dorothy. Chalker Sauer ']7
(Mrs. H. Bradford Sauer), 84 Hop Brook Road, Sims-
bury. Conn. 06070
Frenzel, and lives in a fixed-up carriage house within
walking distance of Capitol HilL John enjoys his golf in
the summer and tennis in the winter. He has his trust
and estate work in business development and is a cor-
porate member of the United Church Board of World
Ministries. Locally he is president of Career Develop-
ment and Evaluation Services which provides for career
counselling for clergy and people in church-related
occupations in 7 states. Winn's life is extremely full
with professional writing, consultant work for the deaf,
and a full work week at the State Dept. of Education in
programs for the handicapped, as well as being presi-
dent-elect for the Alexander Graham Bell Ass'n for the
Deaf. Trips this past year took them to Mexico City,
Boston and Calif.
Winifred Frank Haveu's son Fred and his family will
be in Hong Kong indefinitely.
Jane Hutchinson Cauffield and Ed are grandparents
this year. Ed had to move his office when the county
took over the building but found a new office across
the street where he plans to continue his urological
practice. Travels in '76 included SI. Martin, a medical
meeting in Las Vegas, a Calif. visit with Ed's sister and
family, Me. in July to see their daughter's new home
in Freeport followed by a 3-day motor tour in Nova
Scotia. While Ed attended another medical meeting in
Cayman Islands, Jane stayed home 10 complete her
course in advanced expository writing at Akron U. They
sold their last colt in Apr., keeping only two stallions
and a boarding mare-s-plus 7 dogs and 7 cats.
Wilhelmina (Billie) Foster Reynolds celebrated her
"29th" birthday with a surprise dinner party given by
her husband who flew Kathie and Chris from Hartford
and Sue from Los Angeles. Kathie and Chris are re-
finishing an old house near the center of Hartford,
Conn. Sue completed her medical studies at UCLA
and her parents attended her graduation in June. She
is doing her internship at UCLA Medical Center.
Billie continues her activities with two children's
agencies of Montgomery County.
Helen Maxwell Schuster's son Bill was married to
a girl from Iowa who is a dental assistant in Colorado
Springs. Helen's husband Jim is treasurer of Share
and Care, a voluntary clearing house for 8 agencies
supplying emergency food. Helen remains active in
her church and worked hard campaigning for Rep.
Bill Armstrong who was reelected. She still plays
bridge and golf, and does "anything else that sounds
interesting."
Helen Swan Stanley joins the grandmother group-
a year-old grandson. She is serving on a committee
on the accountability for behavior of young people.
Her husband has a new post-retirement consulting
business in government affairs. They went to Calif. a
year ago and spent a vacation in Greece last Sept.
Grace Smyth Weisenbach's daughter, Judy was
married in Oct. '76to Carl Dennis of York Harbor, Me.
I spent an afternoon with Gracie and Lee Gilson Wil-
liams '37 teaching them how to do quilling.
Muriel Beyea Crowell and Bob spent a pre-
Christmas holiday in England, touring the Cotswold
area and shopping in London before returning to Vt.
Barbara Lawrence changed her career
from magazine editing to college teach-
ing. She is Associate Professor of
Humanities at a branch of N.Y. State U.
in Westbury, L.L Last year she had her first sabbatical
and was invited by the Rockefeller Foundation to spend
a month at its study center on Lake Como in Bellaggio,
Italy. Through the MacDowell Corp., Barbara spent 2
months at the artists' and writers' colony in Peter-
borough, N.H. She has had published a short story in
The New Yorker and a couple of opinion pieces in the
N.Y. Times. Her "academic summers" are spent at her
home in Wellfleet on Cape Cod,
Helen Pearson Fowler's latest creativity is making
ties and aprons and enjoying it.
Winifred Nies Northcott's daughter, Heather, was
married in Feb. to Kenneth D. Walker, a dairy Carmer
from Faribault, Minn. The couple will live in a re-
modelled farmhouse near the family farm. Hal is still
director of legislative research for Congressman, Bill
for Christmas. Mu's two youngest children were mar-
ried the same week in Oct. in Denver where they
both live.
Catherine (Kay) Caldwell Nichols has 2 grandsons.
She was quite active in politics last year, not because
the convention was in Kansas City but to work for what
we adults believe in for the future. Besides the real
estate business, they are now in the hotel business,
with two in Kansas and the Raphael (like a small
European hotel) in San Francisco.
Selma Silverman Swatsburg and Harry went to The
Giant Book Sale on campus with boxes of books col-
lected at the pharmacy and, trapped with the en-
thusiasm, stayed to help. The sale realized more than
$12,000 plus collecting 1400 rare books that were
added to the library shelves. Selma and Harry spent a
month touring the mid-west, Pacific northwest and
western Canada.
Anne (Nance) Darling Hwoschinsky was asked to sit
in on the Delaware Park Improvement Committee
which is involved with environmental projects. Since
she lives only a block from the Buffalo Zoo she was
asked to become a member of the Zoo Improvement
Committee. Nance was on hand to watch an enormous
crane lift three rhinos in boxes over the zoo wall into
their newly constructed homes. The rhinos are on loan
from the Boston zoo.
Correspondenl: Mrs. William B. Dolan (M. C. Jenks).
755 Grear Plain Ave., Needham. Mass. 02192
Bernice Worrell Seidle: "I am married
40
,
to an architect, a graduate of Cornell U.
I have one married son, Chip, and one
granddaughter, Kristen Alexandra Seidle.
I finished my stint at volunteer work and am now work-
ing two days a week in a Boutique and love it. The rest
of the time I play bridge and golf. We also travel,
having been to Europe three times in four years."
Carol Vogt Semple has been married almost 37
years and lived in Cleveland all her life. "Married
daughter living in L.A. with three children and another
daughter here with one child. Both sons-in-law are
very successful. My husband has his own general
contracting firm. We love to travel and sports are a big
part of our life-paddle tennis, bowling, curling and
mainly golf and fishing in the summer."
Jeannette Bell wlnrers was in Puerto Rico in Dec.
"We used to live there; so, in addition to meetings, we
saw our Spanish friends. Saw Barbara (Sis) Homer
Beckham in Miami on way back." Often sees Gladys
Bachman Forbes when visiting family in N.J. Has a
IOO-year-old farmhouse on 32 acres of land on Eastern
Shore of Md. but still lives in Silver Spring. She works
in the big book store across from U. of Md. except
during the summer. "Our daughter lives in Va., our
snn on Eastern Shore and both are in the plant busi-
ness. My husband does plant introduction work for
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture and is a plant explorer; so
it's 3 against I in this family."
Dorothy Newell Wagner's Christmas card had word
of the birth of her 3rd granddaughter born to daughter
Martha in Suffield, Conn. and many words of her
course on the Lake District poets, taken in England in
June 1976. "About 40 of us lived in a beautiful manor
house in Rydal and immersed ourselves in Wordsworth,
Southey, etc. Had some time in London for several
good shows. George was in S. America pursuing his
nature interests. Later in the summer we flew to Gaspe,
rented a car and enjoyed fantastic scenery and a couple
of days in Quebec." She had a visit with Florence
Crane Warner, the first in 2S years.
Elizabeth Gilbert Fortune, whose home was fea-
tured in the last (winter) issue: "My Candee is home
from two years plus residency in Paris. She has had a
second brain tumor. operated on last Thanksgiving.
It's all very traumatic and I have had so many fearful
things happen in these last 6 years. Have seen a lot of
Su (Suzanne Getler) and Phil Manker. She really does
run the American Bar Ass'n and travels a lot. Has one
son in Boston and one at Stanford Business School.
Have had a very brief respite in Texas and Maine
Chance:' Liz expects to go to Fla. in Mar.
Beryl Sprouse Cocbran: "We are all enjoying Alex's
retirement. The 6 grandchildren spend a good deal of
time with us in shifts, which is great fun. Alex's plane
enables us to travel easily and how the grandchildren
love it."
Betty walker Wainio has been director of the Somer-
ville, N.J. Free Public Library for 11 years. Her hus-
band is a professor at Rutgers and her daughter is on
the professional staff at the Computer Center at
Princeton U. "We live in Princeton and summer in
Woods Hole, Mass." Her travelling has been to Fin-
land in the summer of '76 and So. America in Mar.
'77. "My hobby is hiking-IO-14 miles every Sal. with
a group."
Elizabelb Morton Herzog: "There's nothing news-
worthy about my life-even 18¢ worth (response on
double postal). But maybe that's good." Her architect
husband is retired and they divide time between Oak
Park and a beach cottage in Bridgman, Mich. Her
daughter lives in Topeka. Kans. and has two children.
Her married son lives in Glenwood Springs, Colo. She
was in Fla. for a month this winter.
Miriam Brooks Butterworth was appointed in Dec.
'75 by Gov. Grasso to the full time (and then some) job
of Commissioner of Ccnn.ts Public Utilities Control
Authority. "I have been having a continuous crash
course in how to regulate electric, gas, telephone,
water CATV, taxis, livery, household moving, dump
truck companies. I'm vice-chairperson of the 5 com-
missioners (lawyer, engineer, economist, accountant
and me) and we also try to manage a staff of around
100 people." On the family side of her world she has a'
statistician son and family; a teacher son who is divorced
and bringing up two children on a N.H. farm; a son who
is a puppeteer now working on Debussey's Balle/ for
Marionettes. to be performed at the Breakers, Newport,
R.I. this coming summer; a daughter married to a
Mexican and living near Guadalajara and has two
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daughters, Natasha and Scheberazada. Her husband
Bud is still happily teaching English at Hartford College
and writing children's books, The Enormous Egg
for one.
Mary Giese Goff had surgery on her leg last Oct.
which was seriously complicated by hepatitis and by
being given the wrong anaesthetic. Spring found her
well enough for a visit to Sea Island, Ga. A planned
around-the-world trip to visit daughter Barbie in Iran,
daughter Janet in Tokyo and foreign exchange stu-
dents in New Delhi and Vienna had to be cancelled.
Two other children, Debby and Jeff, live in the Boston
area. She and Harry find "living in retirement at the
Cape (Cod) is heaven."
Patricia Alvord French and Bill's daughter Jeanne
and Donold E. Smith D.V.M. of Delton, Mich. were
married in Nov. '76. Attending the wedding were Doug
and Elizabeth Thompson Dodge, Elizabeth (Libby)
Barron Dingman and Gage, Katharine Potter Judson
and George, Irene Willard Thorn and Tom and Mar-
jorie Willgoos Betts and Ray. Sister Betsy French
Van Gundy of Swarthmore, Pa. was matron of honor
and brother Steve of Alexandria, Va. an usher. Jeanne
met her husband when she was teaching therapeutic
horseback riding to handicapped children in Augusta,
Mich. She and Donald now live in Augusta, Mont.
where he is starting a new veterinary clinic.
Susan Loomis Bell and Charles who had corne down
from Suffield, Conn. with Thea Dutcher Coburn '41
and Jim, and I, Elizabeth Thompson Dodge, met at a
performance of the Schwiffs at a Conn. College Club
meeting in Hanford in Jan.
Mary Anne Scott Johnson's interests and activities
are centered in conservation and the environment. She
is "member emeritus" of the Town Conservation Com-
mission but currently serves on the Town Water Re-
sources Board, is co-chairman ofL.LF.E. (Local Involve-
ment for Environment) Center. gives slide shows on
environmental subjects and leads workshops and out-
door classes in naturalist training programs. She was
honored by her town in Jan. for her services. Mary Anne
and her family have enjoyed Sierra Club canoe trips
and she and husband attended the Audubon Camp in
Me. in '75.
Laeita Pollock Israelite's daughters arc all married
and she has four grandchildren I \ If! years to 5 months.
Eldest daughter Marcia lives in Lexington, Mass. Her
husband is a professor at Brandeis. Daughter Ruth, a
social welfare analyst and Ph.D. candidate at Brandeis,
has attorney husband and two sons. Daughter Diane is
an occupational therapist. Her husband is a wildlife
biologist and an instructor at Berkshire Community
College. Laeita has been school psychologist in Nor-
wich. Conn. for the past 8 years and is active on the
community social service agency's board and its Mental
Health Advisory Council. Her husband, Norman, an
optometrist, paints and SCUlpts in his spare lime. Recent
travel included a trip to France last year to visit daugh-
ter and son-in-law who had a sabbatical year.
Correspondent: Mrs. A. Douglas Dodge 11 (Elizabeth
Thompson). 243 Ciearfteld Rd., Werhersfietd, Conn.
06109
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MARRIED: Thyrza Magnus Beall to Jus-
tin E. Weatherly on Nov. 25, '76.
Susan Smith Nystedt writes that a
glorious mini-reunion of several '42ers
took place at the Pike Run Club in Pa. in the fall.
Organized by Alma (Pat) Zeller who is pres. of the club,
the get-together included Sue and Doug Nystedt, Mary
Batchelder Cogswell and Dean, Elizabeth (Betty)
Bentley Viering and Russ, Elizabeth (Betty) Moeller
Gibson and Kirk, Irene (Peggy) Holmes Nold, Ruth
Hankins, Lenore Tingle Howard and Harry and Louisa
Bridge Woods and Henry. "It was a magical time
filled with talk and reminiscences, singing, golfing
and lawn bowling."
Lois Brenner Ramsey, Olive (Bunte) Mauthe Stone,
Billy Mitchell Young and Mary Anne Kwis Calhoun
had a recent get-together for a luncheon in Youngstown,
Ohio.
Jane (Woody) Worley Peak's daughter Marty e.e.
'75 was married in Harkness Chapel in Sept. to Arthur
Maurello of Westwood, N.J. Marty is fashion editor
for Today's Secretary magazine. Dr. David Robb of
e.e. performed the service and John Anthony, college
organist, provided the music. Woody and Paul held a
reception at the e.G. Academy Officers' Club, which
also provided a reunion for family, college and CG.
friends. Among those attending were Beth Tobias
Williams and her daughter, Jack and Adele Rosebrock
Burr, Dick and Marjorie Mitchell Rose and Justine
Clark.
Dorothy Greene Greene's daughter Kim is a fresh-
man at Skidmore and a member of the varsity swim
team. In a recent meet she placed second in two
events, first place going to a male student at Vassar,
an indicator of the contemporary campus scene.
With sorrow we report the death of our classmate,
Barbara MacPherson Smith, and extend the sympathy
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of the class to her two sons.
Correspondenl: Mrs. Arthur W. Chambers (Margaret
Till). 14 Main St. Youngstown, N. Y. 14174
Elisabeth Shore Birdsell, son Tom (a
freshman at Pa. State) and son Ted (a
high school junior) plus her sisters and
her brother's family enjoyed a mid-winter
vacation in the Virgin Islands, sunning, snorkeling and
scuba diving. In May bibby expects a new son, a Mes-
quite Indian from Nicaragua, who hopes to return home
a doctor for his people.
Catherine Wallerstein White's three sons, all married.
are Stephen, a gastroenterologist in L.A.; Richard, a
lawyer in Washington; and Max, a teacher of math and
a running coach at Episcopal High in Alexandria.
Catherine working in a bicchem lab and husband David,
teaching writing at Virginia Commonwealth U. "haven't
exactly retired to rocking chairs."
Elizabeth DeMerritt Cobb's 87-year-old mother
moved in July '76 from R.I. to live with her in Martins-
ville, va. where Libby said they endured an icy winter.
Daughter Sarah 24 teaches special ed at V.C.U. in Rich-
mond. Daughter Lisa 21 is in recreation at Radford Col-
lege. Lib often sees Patricia (Pat) Dole Pearl '48.
Marjorie Alexander Harrison and Ted at Phillips
Academy in Andover have two married daughters work-
ing in NYC. Youngest child, Beth, is a senior at Yale.
Marge talked with .Mary Ann Swanger Burns in Mar.
·76, when Marge and Ted were at their condominium in
Stuart, Fla., and lunched in West Palm Beach with
Jack and Alese Joseph Shapiro.
Sally Church Payntar is almost fully recovered from
her stroke. In '76 she and Howard took a trip to Calif.
which included visiting Bill and Constance Geraghty
Adams in Walnut Creek. San Francisco, sightseeing, a
beautiful trip down the coast to LA. and a reunion with
Helen Crawford Tracy.
Belty Rabinowitz Sheffer notes, "After an inactive
fall due to illness, I'm more or less my community self-
Bicentennial Committee, Historical Society." Husband
Ralph raised $6,000,000 for the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee during the last quadrennial. Daughter Ann lives
in Seattle with lawyer husband and Emily 2. Son Doug
is a racing sailor, sail and ski instructor. Son Jon is a
hopeful musical comedy composer and a piano accom-
panist in NYC.
Jane Howarth Yost's '76 was great-new house just
right-trip 10 Cape Cod in Sepl. delightful. They antici-
pate with pleasure her husband's retirement and the
freedom that will entail.
Doris Campbell Safford and her husband took
another trip to London in Oct., concentrated on the old
city this time. Both offspring are grown and in satisfying
jobs. Husband Ted does social work at the Veteran's
Hospital in Augusta. Dody, retired from professional
work, does volunteer work and rug hooking and is
"still in love with Andy Williams."
Susan Marquis Ewing has two grandchildren in Cleve-
land, one in Davenport, Iowa. Sue and John shared a
delightful trip to Hawaii with Bill and Jane Bridgwater
Hewes in Jan. '76.
Ethel Sproul Felts finally made it to Bimini in the 25'
Wanderlust, "a unique feeling being out of sight of land
in rhe Gulf Stream." Ethel is involved with the U.N.
Ass'n, Church Women United, Haitian Refugee Steer-
ing Committee and classes in art and yoga. During the
summer of '76 she had good visits with kids, grandchil-
dren and parents in Calif., Ind., Ontario and N.J.
Caroline Townley von Mayrhauser is moving about a
mile away to a compact brick ranch home in Kansas
City. Luise has 2 girls in NYC. Marion works in NYC.
Andrea has a baby and lives in K.C. Richard, Harvard
'76, studies history and German in various Goethe Insti-
tute campuses in W. Germany, loves it and is visiting
Oskar's relatives there.
Lois Webster Ricklin and Rick had the good fortune
to be invited (alone, not in a group) to visit the Acad-
emies of Science in Baku, Azerbaijan, U.S.S.R. "Our 10
day experience included 3 days in a private home in
Sheki in the foothills of the Caucasus Mts." Son Don is
technical director in Worcester (Mass.) Foothills Play-
house. Leslie's husband, Jeff Wells, has had two R.I.
shows in 1976 and plans one in Pittsburg. Son Roger is
a high school senior. Lois finally learned to play tennis-
loves it.
Elizabeth Swisher Childs reports not much new in
Lubbock, Tex. but it's a great place to be. She loves the
volunteer work she is deeply involved in there. Her hus-
band is with Texas Tech. Brad is a business executive
in Minneapolis; Barry completing Ph.D: in folklore at
Indiana U.; Liz working in NYC at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Haye Foundation's Museum of
the American Indian. Libby hears occasionally from
Sally Stewart Parker in Wimberly, Tex.
Elizabeth Massey Ballinger's children have gradu-
ated from college except for the youngest, a sophomore
at Wittenburg U. Three are doing graduate work. Libby
is involved in church work, singing in the choir, and
works with the organization "Make Today Count"
which counsels the terminally ill and their families. "I
feel that there is a great need in this area because of the
loneliness and anxiety. I find that I have learned more
about living since I have worked with the dying."
Mariana Parcells Wagoner wrote in Jan. from Ocean
Reef, Fla. where she was visiting her sister, Betsy Par-
cells Arms '39 and escaping one week of the northern
blow, "I'm enjoying my second year on the Alumni
Board. The campus is more vibrant than ever."
Betty Monroe Stanton moved to Montgomery, Vt. in
Oct., taking permanent residence in their vacation
home. Her husband's company has an early retirement
plan. Both are now authors for new book division of
local toy industry. They write, play in the snow and take
trips to Boston and Montreal. Both enjoy"the simplified
life style in the Northeast Kingdom."
Marion Kane Witter had a great time with Stratton
(Strat) Nicolson McKillop at Salisbury School's parents'
weekend. Unfortunately it was Killer's son's first year
and Strat's David's last.
Virginia Weber Marion reports life much the same.
She works part time in med. records, takes a course or
two, accumulates a new grandchild now and again-4
now, tries "to get Punch to slow down but he thinks
he's Peter Pan-only faller." Ginny is ever thankful for
her friends, her children and her full life.
Suzanne Harbert Boice from Maitland, Fla. sends a
welcome to all classmates. Suzee works 2 or 3 days a
week, enjoys traveling, boating visits Conn. a couple of
times a year. Daughter and husband (in law school)
and granddaughter are in New Haven.
Frances Smith Minshall misses her Cleveland friends
but will stay in D.C. where Bill, after 20 years in
Congress, has his own office as a consultant. Franny
farms all summer at Kelley's Island, Ohio. Son Bill III,
a stock broker has a daughter and a wife who owns La
Shack, a great dress shop in D.C. Werner works in
Cleveland, is engaged. Peter, graduate of Denver's Hotel
and Restaurant School, is assistant convention manager
at Hyatt Regency in New Orleans. Quote Franny, "I
love my two daughters-in-law."
Marjorie Moody Shiffer's daughter Becky is a sopho-
more at William and Mary as of Oct. '76. John is college
hunting. Marj and Wendell who started the family col-
lecting enthusiasms, wander through the Lancaster
County fleamarkets. Marj collects old cookie cutters,
her husband furniture and anything old and different.
Becky concentrates on advertising and John on any-
thing political.
Jeanne Jacques Kleinschmidt and Roger rented an
Austin Allegro and toured the tiniest backroads in
England, Wales, and Scotland, golfed at Glcneagles,
lost a wheel off their car in the Lake District, did a few
brass rubbings, and found the English most obliging. At
home she works more than halftime, does needlepoint,
copes with visiting children and grandchildren. Daugh-
ter Linda and Dwight have 2-year-old twin boys and a
3rd son born in Aug. '76-LeBoyer method. Daughter
Gail and Bruce live in Oklahoma City where he is in his
2nd year of residency and she works hard for a flourish-
ing ad agency. Daughter Marcia, a 10th grade teacher,
married John T. Ritter II in Jan. '76. John is a detail man
for Pfizer drug.
The class extends its sympathy to Mary Duncombe
Knight whose husband Dick passed away in Dec. '75
and to Gail C. Smith whose wife, Elizabeth Williams
Smith, died in Apr. '76.
Co-correspondents: Mrs. Neil D. Josephson (Elise
Abrahams). 500 Reservoir Rd., Vernon, Conn. 06066.-
Mrs. George H. Weller (Alice Carey), 423 Clifton Bivd.,
East Lansing. Mich. 48823
Among our teachers are: Eleanor Kemp-
~6 smith Nocentini who teaches English toemotionally disturbed children in Flor-
ence, Italy; Lois Andrews Yearick who
has taught chemistry and math for nearly 20 years; Lor-
raine Lincoln Lieberman who teaches 2nd grade; Barbara
Caplan Somers who taught English and now tutors
children with learning disabilities; June Hawthorne
Sadowski who teaches Title I reading and I, Muriel
Evans Shaw, who am starting my 2nd year as a reading
specialist in a middle school and teach remedial reading
in a vocational-technical school.
Interesting vocations are pursued by Adele Dultz Zins,
a psychotherapist; Priscilla (Kit) Stokes Normark, a
psychotherapist at an alcohol treatment center; Mary
Robinson She, a writer; Ruth Seal, a medical adminis-
native assistant; Thirsa Sands Fuiks, a real estate
broker; and Beatrice (Bea) Littell Lipp who owns a
travel agency and enjoys gaining first hand knowledge
of exotic places.
Tomoe Murata Arai works in a library and has or-
ganized the Buddhist books at the American Buddhist
Academy in N. Y., thereby earning the title of Honorary
Minister of the Academy and a teaching Kesa.
Community service is a way of life for Barbara Smith
Peck who works in hospitals, schools, museums and is
highly involved in tennis; Priscilla Garland Westberg
who volunteers in hospitals, a mental health ass'n,
church and political campaigns with her principal inter-
ests personally language, music and writing poetry;
Lucy Eaton Holcombe and her husband with a consum-
ing interest in Morgan horses and conservation; Eloise
(Lindy) Vail Peirce and Charles who are totally com-
mitted to proclaiming the Gospel both here and abroad;
Joanne Ferry Gates with Jr. League, church, PTA, hos-
pital, symphony and being chairman of the renovation
of the Mark Twain carriage house; and Betty Finn Peri-
man and Mary Lee Minter Goode who make time in
their busy lives to serve the college as active alumnae.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to Ann Beecher
Underwood whose husband succumbed to a cerebral
hemorrhage. She continues as librarian at Berkshire
Country Day School and fortunately has daughter Sally
and her husband near by.
Correspondent: Mrs. F.E. Shaw (Muriel Evans), /37
Manchester s.: Nashua, N.H. 03060
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,7 Rr'",nion was a delight. A hardy nucleus
a c assmates arrived on Friday afternoon.
staying in Rosemary Park dorm and at-
tending the many functions planned for
us by the Alumni Office (in addition to talking, talking,
talking ... ). The entire group of eighteen plus as-
sorted spouses gathered for the class dinner at Light-
house Inn on Saturday which turned out to be a lively
and interesting affair. Those present were: Priscilla
Baird Hinckley, Elizabeth Bogert Hayes, Elizabeth
(Candy) Faulk, Pat Goldman Corwin, Muriel Hart,
Marie Hickey Wallace, Nancy Immerman Friedlander,
Corinne Manning Black, Sally Marks Wood, Connie
Nichols Prout, Larry Pimm Simpson, Ginny Pond,
Nancy Powers Thomson, Sally Radovsky Llnett, Anch
Wetherald Graff, Laura Wiley Burbank, Prue Slocum
Day and Joan Rosen Kemler.
After dinner we heard an amusing review of our
questionnaire by Anch Wetherald Graff, some of
which I'll put in our next column. Then Candy Faulk
and an associate of hers spoke about a special
counseling project of theirs. Candy is a clinical psy-
chologist as well as the founder of the Faulk Foundation
and she heads a new and imaginative project in af-
fective counseling in education in Boca Raton, Florida.
She recently received federal funding for the project.
Following Candy's talk, we repaired to the bar, where
we talked into the night, catching up and reminiscing.
Prill Baird Hinckly teaches art education at the
University of Lowell. She and her family now live in
Concord. Mass. On Sunday Prill visited Mary Vance
Smeraldi in Waterford. Bogie was singled out at the
Friday dinner as the alumna who had come the farthest
for Reunion-from Juneau, Alaska, where her husband
is now stationed. She reports that they both love it
there. Pat Goldman Corwin floated between Reunion
and her son's graduation from Cc. Her son took part
in an acting demonstration given for alumni on Friday
evening in what was once President Park's house.
Muriel Hart drove in for the festivities from Norwich.
She handled all the arrangements at Lighthouse, coping
with good humor with a few last-minute mini-crises.
Marie Hickey Wallace and Connie Nichols Prout, who
are next-door neighbors, arrived with their spouses,
all four looking well. Connie does interesting volunteer
work in local prisons and for relaxation has gone in for
back-packing. Larry Pimm Simpson drove down from
Toronto, where she now lives.estopping to see Bettsy
McKey Hulbert on the way. She reports that Bettsy is
busy building a vacation house in Maine. Sally Radov-
sky Linett teaches social studies in Scarsdale, New York.
Prue Slocum Day and her husband drove up from Penn-
sylvania at the last moment, surprising us all, especially
Candy. Corinne Manning Black was feeling elated over
the recent acquisition of her Ph.D. in anthropology. She
now has a research job at Princeton.
Bobby Little Hicks had hoped to come but sent a
letter instead from Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, where
she now lives. She and Gil were transferred there in
1974. After a period of missing very much the East,
her family and her job, she is settling in and enjoying
her new life. She says that that part of the country is
"booming."
Margot Grace Hartmann and Margie Hulst Kluge
also sent their greetings to the Reunioners and their
regrets that they couldn't join us. Margot was on the
West Coast for a trip and Margie was at her daughter's
college graduation. Margie also reports that she saw
Aletta Wentholt Fontein in Rotterdam three years ago.
News is beginning to come in from other 47'ers. So
send me your news via note, card or Christmas leiter,
and I'll try to keep the column alive and bouncing.
Correspondent: Mrs. Corinne Manning Black
(Corinne Manning), 348 Ridgeview Rd., Princeton,
N.J. 08540
Shirley Reese Olson is secretary-book-
keeper for a small Reston, va. architec-
tural firm. Chris, a jr. at St. John's Col-
lege, Annapolis, is immersed in the Great
Books. Curt is a freshman at Davis and Elkins College.
Eric is a high school freshman. Husband Merritt is doing
systems analysis for IBM Federal Systems Div.
Barbara Susman Lubow and Jenny 12 will join Mil-
ton this summer in Philipsburg, Saint Martin, where
he has opened the Windmill Cafe. Milton, a former foot-
ball broadcaster and manager of radio WVNJ in
Newark, has sold their Red Bank, N.J. restaurant.
Janet Wakefield Forgays has boys 8 and 10 and girls
16 and 20. She has her master's in counseling, works
at the U. of Vt. Counseling Center, and hopes to finish
her Ph:D. in May.
Constance Tashof Bernton -is assistant professor at
Bowie State College, teaching counseling and guidance
Courses in the graduate school of education. Ned is a
Georgetown U. third year medical student. John is a
second year medical student at U. of Colo. Hal is a rov-
Illg reporter for Jack Anderson. They moved from a 65~
year-old house to a contemporary one in the woods.
Many weekends are spent in a cottage on the Potomac.
Sallie Ward Lutz has three at home. Karen is an
interior designer. Dana is a secretary. Bob, waiting to
hear from colleges, was football and basketball capt.
They are class parents and Sallie works in the hospital
thrift shop.
Enid Williford Waldron is back from the Natchez
Pilgrimage. They stayed with friends on a Miss. planta-
tion and enjoyed seeing the ante bellum houses. Cindy,
Wells '73, is an engineer with Mountain Bell. Karen,
U.S.U. '75, tutors university students in Spanish, is
married, and has two girls. The Waldrons have a sum-
mer home on Lake Meddybamps near Calais, Me.
Chella Sladek Schmidt visited son George, a fresh-
man at Stanford, and saw Len and Virginia Giesen
Richardson. Len is headmaster of The Katherine Bran-
son School in Rose, Calif. Husband George retired from
the Coast Guard and just finished exams for his marine
master's unlimited license. They love the northwest and
plan to stay on in the Seattle area.
Sela Wadhams Barker's daughter Sela, Beloit '76,
lives in Chicago where she works for the State of Ill. in
AID (aid to dependent children) as a public aid case-
worker. Kirtland, a jr. at U. of Me., has been working
towards his ski patrol exam at Sugar Loaf.
Patricia McGowan Wald has been named an assistant
attorney general for legislative affairs by Pres. Carter.
according to an article from the Torrington, Conn.
Register that Sela sent. Previously she was an attorney
for the Nat'I Mental Health Project. She has been a
member of the President's Commission on Crime and a
participant in Legal Aid services for the poor and men-
tally retarded throughout her career. Her 5 children
include Sarah at Yale Law School, Douglas at Harvard
Law, Johanna and Fredericka at Wesleyan and Thomas
at home. Husband Robert practises law in Washing-
ton, D.C.
Joanna Ray Inches' daughter Susie is a visiting stu-
dent from Colby at the College of the Atlantic, Bar
Harbor, Me., doing environmental studies. Rob made
the freshman hockey team at Harvard. Alison is in 9th
grade at Bremmer-May, Boston.
Edith LeWitt Mead has sent class condolences to the
family of Kathryn Veenstra Scbaeffer who died in
Oct. '76.
Correspondent: Mrs. Peter Roland(Ashley Davidson),
7 Margaret Place, Lake Placid, N. Y. 12946
Elaine Title Lowengard was selected as~Ohead of Westledge, a West Simsbury,V' Conn. based school, after an intensive
search, because of her "wealth of experi-
ence In the field of education along with a thorough
knowledge of the community." Elaine's academic
credentials include a degree from Chaffee School; a B.A.
in English from Conn., with a membership in Phi Beta
Kappa; and an M.A. in classical studies from the U. of
Penn. In addition, she attended the U. of Zurich and the
School of Humanistic Studies at the U. of Mass. From
1972-74 she was affiliated with the National Humani-
ties faculty in an interdisciplinary study Oil the "Ques-
tion of Authority". Elaine's involvement in community
affairs includes II trusteeship of the Mark Twain Me-
morial, a corporator at the Institute of Living, a period as
secretary of the West Hartford Charter Revision Com-
mission in 1970, a number of years on the West Hart-
ford Human Rights Commission, a 1973-74 term as vice
chairman of the West Hartford Bicentennial Commis-
sion. Elaine will join Westledge as director this spring
but will continue her 20 year association as teacher at
Loomis-Chaffee School all a part time basis until the
end of the present academic year. A daughter of a Conn.
graduate, Elaine lives in West Hartford with her hus-
band Jerome and their six children. Jerome is one of the
directors and secretary of Lowengard and Brotherhood,
lnc., a public relations and advertising firm in Hartford.
Arlene Propper Silberman had a productive year with
articles published in McCall's, Good Housekeeping,
Woman's Day and Reader's Digest. She writes a month-
ly column as contributing editor to "Instructor" maga-
zine, has done a "thimbleful" of TV work and begun her
first book. In Sept. Steve, the youngest of 4 boys, trots
off to college. Husband Charles' next book which is
"absolutely brilliant and I'm a harsh critic" is a vital
interest. He is author of Crisis in the Classroom. Arlene
saw the Conn. campus recently and found it beautiful.
Marilyn Packard Ham, now enrolled in a master's
program in geography at the U. of Pitt., learned a little
practical geography by continuing to take hiking and
bicycling excursions last summer. These field trips in-
cluded a 500-mile ride through Montana as leader of a
Bicentennial group. Marilyn hopes to lead a hosteling
trip to Norway this summer.
Ruth Nelson Theron and husband returned Mar. 20
from a memorable month in So. Africa and Europe. The
last two days of the trip were spent in Zurich for a visit
with Ralph and Dorothy Pardoe Kaurmann and their
two boys. Son Peter is a jr. at Princeton and Catherine
a high school sr., is delighted to be accepted at Cornell
for Sept.
Susan MacCallum Glover's children are all grown
with Rob married and working for the Nat'l Council of
Air and Steam Info. at Tufts, John graduated from
Dartmouth in June and Cindy married and in last year
at R.I.S.D. Sue works as a paralegal in labor law and is
back in college at Fairfield U.
Annis Boone, as a loyal Texan, wished your corre-
spondent good hunting in the new Neiman Marcus in
Chevy Chase. After years of apartment hunting, she
bought a town house last Apr. and has been moving
ever since. Annis moved her mother from her house to
an apartment in a retirement center where her father,
the victim of two bad strokes, is a patient in the nursing
home building. While clearing out the family home, she
"zeroed in" on many of the contents and so is back
again lugging cartons.
Priscilla Harris Dalrymple and family feel "pleasantly
unencumbered" after having sold their wonderful old
house last fall and moved into an Acton, Mass. condo-
minium. After two years away from the academic scene,
Kathleen studies history at Schiller College in London,
a city she finds not only stimulating but also rich in fI~-
search facilities. Lisa will graduate from Lawrence thIS
spring and hopes to major in equestrian stu~ies in col-
lege. In Feb. husband Stuart joined the Specl~l Benefits
Div. of Frank B. Hall Co. Priscilla continues lD real es~
tate. Before Stuart started the new job, the Dalrymples
managed their first vacation to a tropical paradise in
two decades.
Ann Pass Gourley enjoys her 3rd year as elementary
school librarian at an inner-city school in Syracuse even
though the school is besieged with budget cuts, en-
forced bussing and other metropolitan problems. Oldest
two children are happily married: Decca a physical
therapist in Boston; Bob Jr. a diesel mechanic in
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. The two youngest, Amyand Heidi,
are active teen-agers, their interests focussing on skiing,
horseback riding and BOYS!
Anita Manasevit Perlma~'s friends call her the most
professional of volunteers because, one year after get-
ting her M.S. in counseling, she continues an unpaid
interneship at a women's counseling center. Now that
she has graduated from interne to professional status,
she finds the experience gratifying even "as the volun-
teer battle rages." Lissa was graduated from Yale in
Dec.; Andrea is a sophomore at Beaver; Julie "keeps
the domestic scene lively."
Jane Keeler Burnham was married in May '76 to
Charles M. Hawes and they make their home on the
beautiful island of SI. Croix. Charles is an artist and
maintains a studio at home. Oldest daughter is being
married June 4 in Houston; middle daughter, Kim. an
au pair in Finland this year; youngest, Susan. freshman
in college.
Frances (Sis) Lee Osborne and family still live on
Easy St.-literally-and the way property taxes are rising
arc glad they've stayed at that pleasantly prophetic
address. The Osbornes have their very own small vine-
yard and make wine every year-Johannisburg Riesling
and some Cabernet Sauvignon. Daughter Liz is a sopho-
more at U.c. Berkeley; Paul and Stephen in high school.
Frances (Fritzi) Keller Mills is working toward her
certificate at the N.Y. school of Interior Design. When
she has that completed in June. she will look for a job
in some aspect of home furnishings.
Polly Earle Bland)' finished her course work for certif-
ication in special ed last Dec. and is just waiting for that
slip of paper. She begins a three-year term on the vestry
of her church.
Alice Hess Crowell now lives in Bryn Mawr and
works at the Univ. City Science Center in Philadelphia.
Two youngest girls live with her. After school (Weston)
graduation in June, Barbara will spend a year singing
and touring in Up With People. Marion is a tall, blonde
sophomore. Alice looks forward to a reunion with all 5
children and spouses in June, the first in 3 years as they
are all so scattered. She sees Josephine (Josie) Frank
Zelov, Anne McLear Fussell, Janet Baker Tenney and
Jean Gries Homeier on occasion. On vacation from
Switzerland, Dorothy Pardoe Kaufmann came to call
when she learned that Alice lives down the hall from
Dot's mother.
Carol Booth Fox bought a trailer in Steamboat
Springs, Colo. and is trying "Rocky Mt. high living."
Edith Kolodny Block's "life goes on at too rapid a
pace." Even so. she finds her job with the school district
fascinating. Home is happy with Stan and his collection
of prizewinning old cars and stepson Newly now living
with them. Edith spent five weeks deep in Mexico last
summer in a bi-lingual. bi-cultural program. Living with
a local family served to improve her Spanish. Edith
looks forward to more study this year or the tempting
alternative-a secluded beach.
Elizabeth (Beth) Steane Curl and family moved from
Sylvania to Newark, Ohio, where Joe is wool plant
manager for Owens-Corning Fiberglass. Steve is finish-
ing an M.B.A. at Purdue. Mary is a freshman at College
of Wooster in Ohio. Joe J r. is a 7th grader. The Curls
plan to celebrate their 25th anniversary with a tour of
Germany in Sept. '77.
Nancy Kearns Morris and Jack had great fun at a U.
of Mich. football weekend with Boardy and Ann
Woodard Thompson. Both have sons at U. of Mich.
Nancy was disappointed that Don and Mary Gillam
Barber couldn't join their cheering section at the last
minute. Oldest son is a senior at Mich., 2nd son ajunior
at Westminster College, daughter in 10th grade and
youngest son in lst grade. Nancy continues to enjoy
courses in art and art education at Youngstown U. but
anticipates she will have to think about taking a job
one day.
Carol Raphael Stromeyer teaches Hebrew and lakes
courses at Rutgers with son Robert. The two older
boys, Bill and David, are working with their father in
auto-repair/adjusting field for Geico Ins. Carol still
spends four months at the summer home in Canada
(1000 Islands) and still loves life.
Naomi Harburg Levy works as a musical editor and
indexer. Son Daniel will graduate from Cornell this year
and go to grad school. Son Jonathan will start college
next year.
Ann Gehrke Aliber and Jim play lots of paddle tennis
all winter, taking time for a few trips. Son Tom gradu~
ates from Adrian College in May. Sara loves Duke
where she is a freshman. A sophomore at Detroit
Country Day, Bill is just switching seasons from hockey
to lacrosse.
Julia Jackson Young finds life hectic in the Washing-
ton, D.C. area and anticipates an eventual move to the
country. Julie is involved in Children's Hospital, the
Arena Stage, Garden Club, etc., "plus dogs, cats, re-
turning progeny or parents' weekends." She and Ross
have five daughters between them. One works in Wash-
ington; four will be enrolled in college next year. The
Youngs have some land in St. Michaels on the Eastern
Shore and Ross shoots there. Julie saw Ashley David-
son Roland '48 in Lake Placid last Aug. and sees a lot of
Clare Pennock Hilgartner.
Joan Pine Flash just returned from a spring vacation
to an interesting oceanside resort, Fripp Island, which is
a smaller sports' island than Hilton Head near Beau-
fort, S.c. "It seemed a foreign trip in America to be
palmetto tree-ringed and to watch the parade of bicy-
clists, strollers and joggers on the firm-sanded beach."
Elizabeth McConaughey Barker and family followed
Horace Greeley's advice and went west to Mont. Liz and
Elmer's new venture-adventure is the Ford Creek Ranch
at Augusta, Mont.
Christine Holt Kurtz made a mid-life change for
greater challenges and opportunities with her resigna-
tion as assistant v.p. mgr. of employment at FirstSavings
of Miami to take on training and development for Dade
Federal of Miami. Son Brooks works for a large real
estate co.; Christopher graduated from U. of Mich. as a
piano performance major after four years of full-tuition
scholarship; Christine is a freshman at U. of Miami with
a major in violin-also on a full tuition scholarship;
Tinder, a cello player and pianist, plays in two youth
symphonies; Virginia, a budding vocalist, has set goal
to attend c.c. Henry and Christine are considering
apartment living.
Lois Papa Dudley lost one of the brood with Marshall
Jr. a freshman at Trinity College. She and Marshall
spend much of their time as happy spectator parents
since Liz is involved in band, orchestra, track, gymnas-
tic and tennis teams and Manhew is "Into soccer, bas-
ketball, baseball and tennis." Lois works for five of
Guilford's 150 organizations. The family broke its Ber-
muda tradition with a trip to Antigua in Feb.
Susan Little Adamson reports directly from the
drought belt that efforts concentrate on recycling
water and thinking of ways to conserve it. With two
children in college and one in high school, she keeps
busy with tutoring and working for a reading specialist
credential. She and Gabrielle Nasworthy Morris visit
from time to time.
Elizabeth Smith Shores husband Larry's death in Jan.
came as a shock although there had been no hope since
last summer. The children have been very supportive,
friends have been more than kind, and the school (Larry
was head of the Language Dept. at Scarsdale High
School) has established a memorial fund for a yearly gift
in his name.
Patricia Into Gardner has been adjusting to the sud-
den death of her husband Burton after a heart attack
suffered early in '76. She takes comfort in the five
wonderful years they had together. Many of us will re-
member the coincidence that he had been born at the
Griswold Inn where our 25th reunion dinner was held.
A busy commuter to his N.Y. office, Burton was also
active in the good- work of A.A. A bright spot in Pat's
year was becoming great aunt to her sister's new
grandchild.
Class sympathy is extended to Pat Into Gardner on
the death of her husband, Burton Hathaway Gardner,
and to Liz Smith Shores on the death of her husband,
Loren W. Shores.
Correspondent: Mrs. Frank W. Graham (Selby In-
man), 6 Esworthy Terrace, Gaithersburg, Md. 20760
Reunion weekend was a resounding
~2 success. We participated in the generalreunion activities but the highlight of the
weekend for the Class of '52 was our class
dinner at Seaman's lnne in Mystic on Sat. night. Those
of us who returned to c.c. were: Nancy Alderman
Kramer and Bob, Katharine Alling Farina, Elizabeth
Blaustein Roswell and Arthur, Helen Brogan, Cordelia
(Cordy) Ettl Clement, Barbara Goldman Cohen, Nancy
Day, Janice Engler Miller, Anne Flemming Lessels,
Fairfield Frank DuBois and Arthur. Sylvia Gunder-
sen Dorsey and Tom, Elizabeth Hamilton Glasfeld,
Eleanor (Ellie) Hart Kominz and David, Jean Hewitt
Thomas, Lois (Wendy) Hicks Coerper, Julie Hovey
Slimmon, Rachael Kilbourne Gould, Cathy Kirch
Dietrich, Joyce Leeming Mayfield, Ruth Manecke
Gruber, Elizabeth Myers Use, Beverly (Bev) Quinn
O'Connell, Barbara Sanderson Chamberlin, Barbara
Scheib Brazill, Shirley Sly Kreitler and Paul, Natalie
Sperry Meyer and Bob, Joan Stachan Zacharias, Ruth
Stupell wetnflash and Bernard, Phyllis Waldstreicher
Mond and Bert, Margaret (Robbie) Waller Grinin,
Patricia (Pat) Wardley Hamilton, Beverly [Bev] Weber
Raynor, Alice Weihl Perlman, Jam Wilson ShacUord,
Sue Rockwell Cesare, Elizabeth (Betsy) Gosselin.
Our class is honored to have among its number one
of the recipients of the Agnes Berkley Leahy award this
year; Helen Louise Brogan. Our congratulations to
you. Sis!
We announce with sadness the deaths of Kenneth
R.H. Read. husband of Janet Stevens Read, and of
Janet Lindstrom Telian, our classmate.
Correspondent: Mrs. Christopher J. O'Connell, Jr.
(Beverly Quinn), 3010 Evergreen Way, Ellicott City,
Md. 21043
Nena Cunningham Dahling's eldest son is
a student at Williams College. Elizabeth
(Libbets) Alcorn HoU's husband is work-
ing to build LNG tankers for which many
of us here in New England will be grateful in a couple
of years.
Norma Hamady Richards and her husband spent a
week in London last fall.
Lois Keating Learned and her husband are in East
Africa on a photo safari.
Claire Wallach Engle and her family toured the U.S.
in a camper trailer last summer. Claire has a big new
job as Director of Consumer and Governmental Affairs
for Asset Management Hawaii, one of the Fortune 500.
Dorie Knup Harper and her husband have purchased
an 80 acre farm in Missouri.
Ann Dygert Brady's daughter is a senior at Vassar.
Enid Sivigny Gorvine's daughter is at Connecticut
College.
Your correspondent, Sally Lane Braman, iscoordinat-
ing a program of lectures and courses for the Darien
Community Association and studying Botany at the
Bronx Botanical. She and her husband are enjoying a
small greenhouse which they constructed.
Correspondent: Sally L. Braman (Sally T. Lane) Old
Rock Lane, West Norwalk, Conn. 06850
MARRIED: Jeanne Roche Vitelli to Nor-
man Hickey in 1975.
Jeanne Roche Hickey's son Brian is in
the pre-vet program at Purdue U. and
DIana is studying theatre at Southern Conn.daughter
State College. Jeanne teaches biology and animal tech-
nology at Wilbur Cross High School in New Haven. In
the summers she co-ordinates the Peabody Museum
Summer Program.
Eleanor Erickson Ford and family moved to Dallas in
August '76 and she has become the new pres. of the
Conn. College Club of Dallas-Ft. Worth. There are four
members from the class of '56 in the Dallas-Ft. Worth
club.
Carla Strassenmeyer Wilde's eldest son, Rick, was
accepted as an early decision candidate at c.c. He will
be due to graduate in '81, the year of our 25th reunion.
Joyce Schlacht Scher is enrolled in a master of science
program at C.w.. Post U. She just completed a two year
term as Hadassah president in Port Washington, L.I.
Suzanna Martin Reardon in N.Y. enjoyed a "real"
winter of grey snow instead of murky rain. She con-
tinues to work in the upper school library at Trinity
School.
Carole Awad Hunt, also in N.Y., is vice pres. of the
Jr. Board of the N.Y. Philharmonic and head of the
Parents' Ass'n at Spence School. She runs a small buy-
ing service from home. Carole and Jim have three chil-
dren, 2 boys at Buckley School and a girl at Spence.
Nancy 'reese Arnott is working full time at a travel
agency. She kept the cold out of her bones during the
winter by taking trips to Guadeloupe, Fla., and Jost Van
Dyke (British Virgin Islands). Son Mike is in the USAF
in Germany, Carol at Endicott Jr. College, and Susie
and Barbara in high school.
Marsden Williams Gresham is working at the Fogg
Museum in Cambridge, Mass.
Constance Crosier Gibson's son John enlisted in the
USN and spent from Dec.-Feb. at Great Lakes, Ill. in
unbelievable weather. Connie still enjoys her work as
Director of Studies at Chatham Hall.
Justine West Cook and family moved back from ve.
to Mass. about a year ago. Justine and a friend opened
an antique shop in Kingston Center and really enjoy the
challenge of buying and selling.
Helen Sormani Lepke is involved in foreign lan-
guage methodology and has given presentations at many
conventions. Helen is nat'l vice pres. of the American
Ass'n of Teachers of German. She will conduct a work-
shop for teachers in Switzerland in the spring of '78.
Last summer Helen won the women's singles and
doubles tennis tournament in Hudson. Daughters Janet
and Kristen are also tournament players, while husband
Arno is director of the Honors College at the U. of Akron.
Ann (Bonye) Fisher Norton and family had a great
trip to Europe last summer, traveling to and from on the
QE2. It was so successful that they will repeat the jour.
ney this summer, this time on a Russian ship. They will
attend a clergy conference in Spain.
Elise Hofheimer is supervising the restoration of the
headquarters of the Historic Richmond Foundation, a
house built in /845. She is still involved with the textile
collection at the Valentine Museum and teaches Sunday
School.
Nancy Stewart Roberts teaches Spanish in a high
school and enjoys being there after eight years of college
teaching.
Jacquet)n Rose Bailey, in San Diego, is working full
time on her Ph.D. in ps)'cho\og)'. Part of her program
includes a month in Japan next Aug. studying single
parents there. Jacqui sees Ann Hathawa)' Sturtevant
and before she left for Calif. last summer, she visited
with Patricia Grossman Black and husband Stan.
Co-correspondents: Mrs. Robert B. Whilney Jr.
(Helen Cary), /736 Fairview Dr. So, Tacoma. Wash.
98465; Mrs. Allison C. Collard (Julia Conner). /5 Cen-
tral Dr., Plandome. N. Y. 1/030.
It was an enthusiastic turnout for our 20th
3'7i'. reunion. Our thanks to Sandra (Sandy)Horn Elstein, Judith (Judy) Hartt Acker
and everyone else who planned the
dinner at the Lighthouse and other activities centering
around reunion and commencement. Those who at-
tended (and, by the way, no one aged a bit in all these
years!) include: Susan Adam Myers, Evelyn Caliendo
Moss, Judith Coghlin El-Shakhs, Elaine Diamond Ber-
man, Joan Faraci Houseman, Joan Gilbert Segall,
Myrna Goldberg Geiges, Sabra Grant Kennington,
Elizabeth Hahn O'Brasky, Judith Hartt Acker, Joan
Heller Winokur, Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti, Sandra
Horn Elstein, Suzanne (Sue) Krim Greene, Phyllis
Levin Ziplow, Elaine Manasevit Friedman, Jacqueline
(Jackie) Markun Weisenberg, Sandra Maxfield Shaw,
Kay Rankin Kluis, Sally Read Dow, Enid Siewert
Bradley, Carroll Smith Rosenberg, Constance (Connie)
Stein Tuton, Lynne Twinem Gorman, Elaine Vardakas
Rallis and Helen Zimmer Loew.
Sue Krim Greene is keeping busy as Market In-
formation Planning Manager, Corporate Business
Plans for IBM. She, her husband Bob, who practices
dentistry in Freeport, LI. and their two children spent
three weeks in Europe this past spring, skiing in
Austria, wine-tasting in Burgundy and sight·seeing in
Paris. Daughter Leslie, who has developed a strong
interest in anthropology and American Indians, will
enter the 11th grade at the Verde Valley School in
Sedona, Ariz. this fall. Son Marc will be entering the
8th grade in Brookville, L.I., where the Greenes make
their home.
Carroll Smith Rosenberg is an associate professor of
history at the U. of Penn. Carroll has just completed a
two-year grant from the Natl. Endowment for the
Humanities for research on women's changing roles in
American Society (1760-1890). She lived in Boston for
two years with her daughter Leah. They are spending
the summer in Ireland, Yugoslavia and Germany.
Connie Stein Tuton works part-time at the Institute
for Educational Management at Harvard. She lives in
Brookline with her children Jeff 14, Julie 13, and
Jenny 9.
Patricia (Pat) Daley Grumman writes that she and
her family love their new home in Florence, S.c. Her
oldest son Steven transferred from Middlebury College
to Clemson U. last fall and her son Scott has com-
pleted his freshman year at Western Carolina U. Pat
also has a daughter in high school and a nine-year-old
at home. She is working part-time for the Board of
Realtors and Multiple Listing, and writes "My husband,
Sherm, and I continue to sing for the local choral
society as we had for years at Conn., and love it."
Judith (Judy) Crouch Johnson was unhappy to miss
reunion, but was in the process of moving from Virginia
Beach to San Francisco. Husband Bob thinks the Coast
Guard will keep them in California for at least two
years.
Nancy Crowell Kellogg writes "Sarah 13, Katherine
12, John Louis 7, Bill and I are all well and glad to
be living in Concord, Mass. We had expected to move
to the D.C. area last summer, but blew the whistle on
the whole deal at the last minute-got our house back,
and are very glad to be right here! I have a part-time
job with three friends-we plan, prepare and serve
lunch to 240 boys in a private school here in Concord.
We refer to ourselves as energy producers-it's fun!"
Sandra Maxfield Shaw and family live in Hingham,
Mass., where Sandy is president of the Hingham Civic
Orchestra and for which she plays the violin. The Shaws
spent five weeks in Sao Paulo, Brazil last summer.
summer.
Anne Detanndo Hartman, husband, son 12, and
daughter 10, are living in Newtonville, Mass., where
Anne teaches piano.
Nora Richman Alfred and her husband Steve visited
with Elaine Diamond Berman and family in South
Orange, N.J. enroute to picking up their daughter
Debbie who completed her freshman year at Princeton.
Nora, Steve, who practices law, three daughters and
one son, make their home in Shaker Heights where
Nora teaches emotionally disturbed children.
Joan Gilbert Segall has recently completed her Ed.D.
at SUNY. Her field is curriculum development. Joan
and her husband had a vacation in Moscow and
Leningrad last fall and will be. traveling to Mexico
this summer.
Susan McGovern Herndon, husband Roy and teen-
aged son and daughter are living in Santa Ana, Cal. Sue
is busy with the Assistance League of Santa Ana, which
is involved with dental care for the underprivileged.
Madeleine (M.J,) Huber McMath is working as busi-
ness manager of a printing company and newspaper.
M.J. lives in Naples, N.Y. and is kept busy with her two
sons and two daughters, aged 7-17.
Ann Richardson Smith received her M.A. in Coun-
seling from Seton Hall U. in 1976. She has been working
in the alcohol drug program at Overlook Hospital,
Summit and is also busy with the Short Hills First Aid
Squad. The Smiths' tv-year-old son is a student at the
U. of Colo. and they have a teen-aged son and daughter
at home.
Elaine Vardakas Rallis is working as an educational
assistant at the U. of Conn. Dental School. By the way,
you'll be hearing lots more from Elaine, our 25th
reunion chairman.
Co-correspondents: Mrs. Richard L. Berman (Elaine
Diamond), 33 No. Wyoming Ave., South Orange, N.J.
07079; Mrs. Sidney A. Myers (Susan Adam), 279
MlKkel HW Road. Amherst, Mass. 01002.
Elizabeth Hood Wilson was elected a
director of H.P. Hood, Inc. and is a direc-
tor of Human Relations Service of Welles-
ley and Weston, Mass.
Ellen Oppenheimer Oasis lives in Sudbury, Mass. and
works part time as an elementary school counselor in
Natick. She and Don have two boys in 10th and llth
grades and a 7th grade daughter.
Ruth Barngrove Sauer lives in NYC with Peter and
three children. After working for four years at Bank St.
College of Education in the Day Care Consultation
Service, she is now a self-employed artist with a studio
on Broadway, as well as being a member of-several city-
wide committees related to special education in NYC
public schools.
Polly Kurtz Baynum was co-chairman of the live en-
tertainment for Wilmington's Bicentennial celebration.
She is involved in a project in downtown Wilmington to
restore 18th century houses which will serve as an ethnic
and cultural center for Del. She and Jack have three
children 12, 10 and 6.
Janet Beh MacDonald has lived in Canada for 15
years with her husband Walter and two children. She is
taking courses for lay people at Vancouver School of
Theology. The family celebrated the Bicentennial with
a trip to New England.
Agnes Gund Saalfield moved to Concord last fall
when Brec became a student at BU Law School after
14 years in education.
I, Jean Chappell Sloan, married Ralph 2)7 years ago
and moved to Concord where he is Supt. of Schools. I
work four mornings a week with mothers' groups, dis-
cussing common concerns of parenting, while the chil-
dren are in a nursery school situation.
Correspondent: Mrs. Ralph E. Sloan (Jean Chappell).
10 Brook Trail Rd., Concord, Mass. 0/742
MARRIED: Elizabeth Ciaffonito Robert
6'2 A. Cowden 12/6/73; Barbara Platz toDavid G. Williams 113/76.
Sally Scott Aldrich continues to teach art
in a middle school, to meditate and to do pottery.
Susan Strickland Roark and family finally got some
skiing in Colo. Susie is Director of Religious Ed. at the
Unitarian Church. Dick, a family physician, willte~h
part time in a new family practice residency.
Margery Flocks Masinter managed, for 8 years, a
children's theater which performs extensively in area
schools. She is currently program director of the Council
for the Arts in Westchester. Robert 12 and Cathy 10
are doing well.
Margaret Parsons Summers, widowed in Dec. '70,
did graduate honors study 1973-74 at Trinity College,
Dublin, Ireland. She and her three sons 12, [1,8 are
living in a loft in Greenwich Village. Peg writes and
teaches English. She spends summers in the North
Woods of Ontario.
Judith Bassewitz Theran enjoys suburban living.
Elizabeth is in a Montessori nursery school, David
thrives "in the country." Judy is involved in research
end architectural investigation as part of the interior
designing of her house. Mark now commutes to Bear
Stearns in NYC.
Ann Hainline Howe is chairman of the Cancer
Education Committee for the Jr. League of Stamford-
Norwalk. The committee developed non-smoking pro-
grams for high schoolers and mini-smoking clinics for
the general public. Louise Brickley Phippen is a com-
mittee member. Ann also volunteers at school and is a
dialysis driver for kidney patients. Last winter she and
her family discovered cross-country skiing-fantastic.
They vacation in Stowe, VI. regularly and have
travelled to Boston, San Francisco, Bermuda and
Phoenix this year.
Katherine Eflhimion Waite is working part time for
the Barnes Nature Center in Bristol where she de-
velops new programs and teaches. Her daughters are 4
and 6.
Joyce Heal Payer enjoyed this winter with ice
skating, skiing, sledding. She is a Den Mother and the
Den Leader Coach. The whole family took a trip to
Puerto Rico in Apr.
Diane Dooley Latimer ffnished work on an MBA in
accounting last year and 'is currently an auditor for
Coopers & Lybrand. By fall she expects to be a C.P.A.
She can't explain how one gets to auditing from gov't
and philosophy but she loves it. Her daughter Bronwen
starts high school in the fall.
Ellen Freedman Dingman teaches kindergarten and
also goes to grad school in Occupational Education
and Guidance and Personnel.
Seyril Siegel, studying for an MPA, is "doing extra-
ordinarily well. Miss Dilley would be amazed!" In
Sept. Seyril had a delightful visit in Calif. with Susan
Rosenberg Weiner and her two daughters and in Dec.
a reunion lunch at Maxwell's Plum with George and
Gwendolyn (Wendy) Rendall Cross and three of their
four children. A tour of the U.N. after lunch showed
Seyril how much one can forget.
Ruth Anketell Yarger, after years of volunteering,
accepted a full time position as a lay therapist for the
Child Abuse and Neglect Coordinating Organization in
So. Bend. John, Christine and husband Noel heartily
support her in the new endeavor.
Janet Wright Evans and Ron are in a 200-year-old
house ("long on history, short on furniture") in Old
Deerfield where Ron is a minister in the First Church
and does some teaching at Eaglebrook and Deerfield
Schools and is chaplain at Eaglebrook. Janet commutes
to Brattleboro where she is acting director for Follow
Through, a program designed for low income families
and children. They spent last summer in Geneva,
Switzerland.
Elizabeth (Betsy) Carter Bannerman learns more
about film making: super 8 and 16 mm. editing and
sound track techniques. She develops her own black
and white photographs, writes poetry and is teaching
preschoolers to cook. "Love to watch them break an
egg!" The children do everything and it has improved
their appetites, interest, knowledge and self-confidence.
Jean Amatruda Flint and Jim, with Andrew 4 and
Vanessa 7, had a trip to Hawaii in Feb. Jean is involved
in fund raising for the Heart Ass'n and the Mattatuck
Museum in Waterbury. She and Jim attend the
Metropolitan Opera regularly.
Kathryn (Kay) Stewart Ferris and her family joined
the Mormon church in Dec. and are happier than they
have ever been-are really living faith. Their two sons
have a Korean sister, Julie 4, who has adjusted and is
doing well
Barbara Platz Williams and David are living in Japan
where he is a physicist working for the Navy. Barb
teaches English conversation in the evenings, takes
Ikebana (Japanese flower arrangement) and does Red
Cross volunteer work. They have seen many of Japan's
attractions. Barb has seen Emily Haugen Talbert who
also lives there.
Marion (Duffie) Stafford Robinson visited Conn. last
summer while visiting Margie Inkster Staton '60. Duffie
is still teaching at the Octagon Art Center. She got
into politics via the Women's Political Caucus and
is a ward leader. Alex 10 was a child reporter at the
District Convention last June and had a ball. Bill is
associate professor of philosophy at Iowa State. Their
daughters are "balleting, swimming, Suzuki molining
and girl scouting."
Cissy Vogt Gray loves the Northwest. Cec is a LCDR
in the Coast Guard with the Marine Inspection Office
in Seattle. Cissy finished school last summer and is now
a free-lance graphic artist. Melissa is an avid tennis
player and Kari is on the swim team and ice-skates.
Anne Kimball Davis, as a member of the village
Board of Trustees, has been fighting, with gratifying
success, the previously uncontrolled growth of com-
mercial and apartment development. Her work has
involved planning, writing legislation and locating
federal and state grants.
Cynthia Sacknoff Gould is an apprentice to a cabinet-
maker in a custom furniture company. "Great way to
make use of my psychology major." Their son Peter
had his Bar Mitzvah in May.
Lulie (Gay) Salmon Laaback, her daughter 5 and son
IY1 live in San Francisco where her husband is a civil
engineer for the Coast Guard.
Dorothy (Dorrie) Swahn Williams is in her 2nd year
of coaching a Little League team-still the only woman.
Her team made il into the playoffs last year. She was
recently named to the Executive Commiaee of the Va.
Opera Ass'n Guild. Dorrie received a long letter from
Sally Galway and has talked to Barbara (Nickie) Nichols
Bennett on the phone. Samantha 6 and Jonathan II
are making honors list at school.
Ada Hawkins Cramer anticipates sending a step-
daughter to Conn. this falL
Correspondent: Mrs. Harrison R. Morse III (Judith
Karr), 154 Norfolk St., Holliston, Mass. 01746
'VI MARRIED: Helen E. Jinks to William
R. Richards 7/2/76.
BORN: to Max and Gail Rosenberg Lud-
vigson, Laura Rebec.ca 8/22/76; to Tom
and Marcia Rendle Rawlins, Heather5/25/76; to Robert
and Judith Pine Edwards, Jennifer 12/6/76.
Sandra Colby Browne studied in '65-66 at Aix-en-
Provence after which she and Rich returned to Yale
where he taught music theory. Their move to Ann Arbor
enabled Sandy to finish an M.A. in linguistics in 1974
and she recently won a Rackham predoctoral grant for
'76-77 at U. of Mich. where her dissertation will center
upon the intonation of American English. Rich is Assoc.
Prof. of Music at Mich. Their children are Elisabeth 12
and Jonathan [0.
Sandra Nowicki Garick enjoys the excitement of her
job at the admissions office of Hartford College and is
able to keep up with changes at Conn as it's selected by
some H.C. students as their senior college. Bruce works
for USV Pharmaceutical, a subsidiary of Revlon. Kim
and Jay showed their "aging" parents some real com-
petition on the ski slopes of N.H.'s White Mountains
this year.
Julianne (Julie) Herz Peddie and Don moved to Mid-
dlebury, VI. last year where they set up his veterinary
practice. They love working on the hospital and their
I75-year-old brick farm house. Heather 5 is learning to
ski and Rennie 2 is typically into everything.
Margaret Connelley Rawlins and her husband, Capt.
R.D. Rawlins, live in Groton, Conn. where he is corn-
manding officer of the Submarine Base. They look for-
ward to retiring in Calif. this June after 30 years in the
Navy. Their son lives in Hawaii and their daughter gets
a B.A. this year as a para-legal. Peggy, active in com-
munity work and Base functions, writes a weekly column
about Base activities for the Groton newspaper. She was
the oldest woman in our class when she went back to
school full time and no one knew what to do with her or
her category; she was certainly not welcomed at that
time. Today there is a whole program of giving scholar-
ships to women with children who go to Conn. Peggy
adds, "Go ERA!"
Anne Crowley Kelly teaches English as a second lan-
guage at Nuestra Casa, the director of which is Lillian
Morales Fletcher '65. Husband Dan teaches history at
Waterford High and John 8 is an avid sports fan. Patrick,
Maria and all the Kellys look forward to summer at their
Conn. lakeside home.
Margot Sheesley's latest project with Aber-
crombie and Kent in Oakbrook, Ill., involves creation
and promotion of small group tenting safaris which she
personally escorts to Kenya, E. Africa. The itineraries
always include visits with colorful Kenya characters
and emphasize wildlife, the rich cultural variety and
dramatic scenic contrasts which Kenya offers.
Miriam Ercolt Goldberg is challenged as a high
school psychologist and pursues a doctorate in human
development. With her cross-country skis in the closet
for now, she has taken up running as a leisure outlet.
Meanwhile the Goldbergs and their children 8 and 4
try to be tourists in the Boston area where there's so
much to see and do.
Laura Hopper Knusli, living in Switzerland for 6
years, is still fascinated by the endless foreign language
learning and the ins and outs of life among the Swiss.
Their children, Heidi 4 and Lauri 2 learn two languages
with ease. Hans, a lawyer, works for the Dept. of Pub-
lie Economics in the Canton of Zurich. Both enjoy total
immersion in family life and Laura has renewed her
hobbies, painting and guitar playing.
Sarah (Sally) Morris Gayer and Alan live in larch-
mont, N.Y. where he works for McKinsey & Cc., a
management consulting firm. She teaches part time in
a learning disabilities program at a neighboring ele-
mentary school, works on an M.A. in special ed., and is
also volunteer pres. of the local AFS. Charlie, a bouncy,
happy 6-year-old yearns to be both football player and
artist when grown.
Lynn Daniels Rowe finished a term as treas. of the
Shelburne Co-op Nursery which son Daniel attends.
Chosen chairman of the Stewardship Commission at
church, she continues to work part time at the Cham-
plain College library and is active with the local Jaycee
Women and a variety of church activities.
Lynn Sanders Meyer busies herself with Keith 4 and
Kristen 6 who both attend Montessori school. Ron, still
with Eastern Airlines, managed to get his family to
Acapulco last Sept. where the children enjoyed their
trip to a "foreign" country. Lynn takes cooking classes
and hopes to spend a week in Paris for French cooking
at La Varanne.
Zoe Tricebock Moore is active in PTA and school
volunteer work in Terrace Park, Ohio, where John's
oral surgery practice is growing. The couple plays
tennis whenever possible. Kori 8 and Kyle 4 take art
lessons at the Cincinnati Museum.
Gail Rosenberg Ludvigson returned to work full time
as an investment analyst three months after the birth of
her daughter. Though twice as busy now, she finds it a
joy to come home to her baby's smiling face. All seem
to be thriving in the Calif. sunshine.
Mary Emeny and husband Hunter Ingalls live in
Castroville, Tex., a town of 2000 where folks still
speak Alsatian. They survive with part time teaching,
bus driving, writing for a San Antonio paper but spend
more of their time on other things such as working
with a local group of handicapped, doing research on
low-cost alternative building methods and trying to
start a housing project based on these methods, and
spending as much time as possible with psychics and
Sufis.
April Moncrieff Lindak and John moved from Mass.
back to Washington, D.C where he is stationed at c.o.
Headquarters and is now in the selection zone for
commander. They have two daughters, Elizabeth in
kindergarten and Meredith 1. April takes journalism
at the community college, Yoga, and belongs to a
spiritual healing group. She and John refinish furniture
and swim often at Fort Belvoir's indoor pool.
Kathryn Cover Eichin continues to teach elementary
math and language arts at an open-area school. She
and Skip plan a study-travel trip to Europe this sum-
mer. In the fall, Kathy will take a year's sabbatical to
pursue a M.Ed. in the field of administration and super-
vision at Tulane.
Marilyn Kraj Sanford has a new job as Wage and
Salary Administrator at Northeastern U. in Boston,
where former Conn pres., Charles Shain is associated
with the Div. of Co-op Education. Larry's work with
Nashua Corp. has him involved with International
Marketing and frequent trips to Europe. At their
"country" home in Tewksbury, Mass. Marilyn started
breeding German Shepherds as a hobby a year ago.
Marcia Rendle Rawlins moved to a lovely home on
the beach with a place for Tom's sailboat in Marin
County, Calif. In Mar. they began leading their own
seminar in area churches. The intent of The Knowing
Seminar is to provide participants the opportunity to
distinguish the difference, and to establish a dialog
with their true self.
Carol McNeary and family remain in Atlanta where
husband Richard Costello finishes training as a physi-
cian associate. Carol, quite involved in the problems
of domestic violence, is a founder of the Atlanta Coun-
cil on Battered Women working to establish a shelter
in this city for women and their children. She still writes
poetry and works as director of the DeKalb Arts
Council.
Susan Steinle Bleecker lives in N.J. where she is a
teacher of the deaf. For this summer she plans a camp-
ing trip across the country with her children, Bill 13
and Becky 11.
Margot Timson Sullivan, John, Mark 3 and two
"dingy" cats live in Westwood, Mass. Timmy works
part time as a reference librarian at the Norwood Public
Library. The Sullivans look forward to their two weeks
in Sept. on Monhegan Island, Me.
Helen Jinks Richards and Bill, happily settled in
Denver, both teach at the Community College of Denver.
Helen took a sabbatical last fall to finish her M.A.
in ed psych at U. of Colo. In addition to being busy with
school, work and "housewifing", she serves as sec'y in
the Conn. College Club of Colo.
Shirley Rozen Fried taught at Teachers College in
NYC after earning her Ed.D. in special education. Last
June they moved to suburbia where she is busy restoring
her Larchmont home while their son 3 attends nursery
school. Shirley hopes to resume her professional career
as teacher of the deaf and teacher-educator before she
gets rusty.
Mary Woodworth Grandchamp received an "Out-
standing Young Woman of America" award as a result
of which her biographical sketch appeared in the 1976
OYW of America book. Mary was chosen on the basis of
her religious and civic activities. She continues to teach
swimming at the "Y" and especially enjoys the Tiny
Tots classes. John 6, a happy 1st grader, is an active
team swimmer. This Mar. the Grandchamps drove to
Fla. and Disney World for a much deserved vacation.
Judith (Judy) Pine Edwards and family have been
moving about recently, though still based in Los An-
geles. Last spnng was spent at a math institute south of
Paris; summer found them in Cambridge, England; and
this year at the Institute for Advanced Study at Prince-
ton which they find a delightful, quiet change from L.A.
Emily Hays Moss, Henry and son Willett stayed with
the Edwardses for a few days. They live in London,
where Emily pursues a degree in archaeology.
Eugenie (Genie) Dunn Hindall writes from Washing-
ton of a mini-reunion after iz years last Sept. Ginger
Haggerty Schwartz came to D.C. from Princeton and
joined Genie and Diane Howell Stewart who lives on
the Chesapeake half the year and in Hawaii the other
half. They lunched, gabbed and took in the Nat'l Gallery
of Art. That night they called Barbara Drachman Fried
in Chicago, who could hardly believe the Vinal House
group was together.
Platt Townend Arnold and Dave drove to Miami
(their girls called it "OURami") in Mar. to visit friends.
She enjoys being on the Alumni Ass'n executive board
and urges anyone from our class who is at all interested
to let the Alumni Office know. Other than board posi-
tions, there are many ways to help-admissions, career
planning and placement. It's hard for the Alumni Office
to know where to take the initiative after 13 years of
one-way communication.
Mary Turner Smith reminds those of us who have not
yet done so to send ·$5 class dues to Catherine (Cathy)
Layne Frank in Burlington, VI.
The Class of 1964 extends its deepest sympathy to the
family and friends of Carol T. Roblin who died suddenly
in Sept. 1976. She had received a degree in social work
from U. of Minn. and was noted for her innovations in
various aspects of social work in the Twin Cities area.
Correspondent: Mrs. George J. Hatem (Elizabeth
Gorra).51-A Woodside Ave .. Roselle Park. NJ. 07204
U' MARRIED: Anita Shapiro 10 CharlesWilson Feb. 13.Alice Karmel Juda, Larry and Emily 3~
just returned from Geneva, Switzerland,
where Larry worked for the Quaker UN Office for seven
months. They traveled every free minute and Emily at-
tended a French nursery school. They are back now in
Allentown, Pa. where Larry is teaching political science
at MUhlenberg College. Alice is enjoying her substitute
teaching career again.
Ellen Schwartz Allington is back on the East Coast
after being stationed in Calif. Ken is working at the
Coast Guard Station at Governor's Island, N. Y.
1, Margaret Silliman Hawley, saw Ellen and Suzanne
(Sue) Ardery Grace at the USCGA homecoming last
Oct. We were all there with our spouses who were cele-
brating their 10th reunion.
Anita Shapiro Wilson and Charles, an electrical engi-
neer, bought a home in Newington, Conn. Carol Chaykin
Sennesb attended their wedding which took place in
Windsor, Conn.
Correspondent: Mrs. William H. Hawley III (Mar-
garet Silliman). 98 Coleman Road, Glastonbury, Conn.
06033
6'7 BORN: to Bob and Martha (MardiYWag-ner Newman, a third daughter Ellen Me-lissa 11/20/76; to Hal and Carol Fried-
man Marchick, Jenny Elizabeth 3/12/77.
Reunion was great with about 50 in attendance
(spouses etc. included). New class officers are: pres.,
Jacqueline (Jackie) King Donnelly; v.p. and reunion
chairman Jo Ann Hess Myers; treas., Marcia Hunter
Matthews; nominating chairman, Robin Frost Dawson;
correspondent and sec., Ruth Oerkholtz Ciriacks. Those
who came to reunion included: Heather Woods Ames,
Diane Gilbert Beggs, Deborah Greenstein, Robin
Frost Dawson, Jackie King Donnelly, Susan Cohn
Doran, Carolyn Yeaton Frank, Nancy Grosselflnger,
Judith Rosman Hahn, Susan Endel Kerner, Ellen
Wolarsky Kuris, Barbara Skowronek Levenstien, Joan
Redmund Margolis, Marcia Hunter Matthews, Carolyn
French McGee, Oritta Schein McNemar, Margaret
(Peggy) Carey Meehan, Nancy Brown Morgan, Miriam
Mosley, JoAnn Hess Myers, Luise Mayer Palace,
Lillian Balboni Prestley, Rita York Read, Janet
Riesman, Margaretann Hart Roberts, Janice Robinson,
Kay Morgan Schoeneman, Cynthia Paul Walker, Lynn
Weichsel-Hand, Frances Beck Wessling, Betsy Young,
Margaret (Peggy) Keenan Sheridan, Madeline (Mandy)
Vernaglia, Wendy Thompson Britton and Elizabeth
Deane Lcutrel.
Wallace (Wally) Lindburg Nicita writes that they are
currently living in Los Angeles after 9 years in Man-
hattan. Rick is a motion picture agent at the William
Morris Agency, Beverly Hills. Wally is assistant to the
V.P. of Talent for Paramount Pictures, Hollywood.
Working in related fields makes for juicy dinner con-
versations she says!
Carol Friedman Marchick has gone back to work
part-time until fall when she will resume full-time. Hal
changed jobs and is in marketing for Sage Enterprises,
a food company that owns 4 restaurants, and is 5
minutes from home. Betsy Veitch Dodge and Tom had
a major fire in their home the day after Christmas while
they were in church. The only casualty was their dog of
JO years who succumbed to smoke inhalalation. Follow-
ing two weeks of living with friends and three weeks
of operating out of their basement during the coldest
winter ever, Betsy reports life has returned to normal.
She has a new kitchen, a newly redecorated interior,
and a new appreciation of all her neighbors and
friends in Downington, Pa.
Since this is my last column, Iwould like to take a few
liberties and thank on behalf of the class those who
worked so hard these past five years; past pres.,
Lillian Balboni Prestley; past v.p, and reunion chair-
man Susan Leahy Eldert; past rreas., Susan Cohn
Doran; past nominating chairman Susanne Mitchell
Stanford; and Margaret (Peggy) Keenan Sheridan
for arranging the class reunion dinner. Autobiographical
booklets are still available by sending a $2 check made
out to the Class of 1967 to Susan Cohn Doran 1873
Boulevard, West Hartford, Conn. 06107.
Correspondent: Mrs. Michael E. Britton (S. Wendy
Thompson) 25 Hilltop Road, Weston, Mass. 02193
New correspondent: Mrs. Aaron A. Ciriacks (Ruth E.
BerkhoJtz) 3440 Glenwood Lane. Plano, Texas 75074
MAR RI ED: Elizabeth Markin Rhoades to
Michael Marcu 4/15/77; Joyce Newman
to J. David Marcus; Karen Young to Roy
L. Hodge 8/8/70.
BORN: to William and Heather Marcy Cooper, Kyle
Wendell 12/8/76; to Mark and Mary-Dinnis (Dinny)
Stearns Taylor, Kirsten Jennie 8/20/76.
CALI FORNIA: Candace Mayeron, finishing her second
year of law school at Whittier College School of Law in
L.A .. was the Corpus Juris Secundum honoree for "sig-
nificant legal scholarship." This summer Candace, who
was the tennis columnist for the L.A. Times, travels to
London to cover the Wimbledon tennis championships.
She will also play in the London Backgammon Cham-
pionships and the European Backgammon Champion-
ships in Monte Carlo.
CANADA: Katherine Bard Lippman continues her
Ph. D. work in Egyptian archaeology at the U. of Toronto.
She excavated in Egypt last May and June and hopes to
return this summer. David is completing his last year of
psychiatric residency at the University and spent last
summer in Togo, Wesl Africa, working for "Crossroads
Africa".
CONNECTICUT: Karen Young Hodge, after many
years of silence. reports, "I've finished my master's in
liberal studies at Wesleyan and am still teaching high
school French in Madison." She's been back to Conn.
many times with her French students and has seen Mr.
Williston. One of her most promising students, Ellen
Wildermann. is a freshman at Conn. Last summer Karen
saw Anne Gelpke Appleton, who stopped by with her
daughter Amanda and husband.
ILLINOIS: Heather Marcy Cooper, now mother of
three. says the joys far outweigh the added work. "In
fact I find myself waiting in line for my turn to hold
Kyle." Heather and Bill are deacon and deaconess at
their church and both sing in the choir. They spent
several days with Marguerite (Midge) AuWerter Shep-
ard last summer as well as having a mini-reunion with
Elizabeth (Belty) Sidor Hanley and Lynda Mauriello
Franklin.
MASSACH USETTS: Mary-Dinnis Stearns Taylor
spends m~st of her time enjoying baby Kirste~ and
Aaron 4. She's been working part time as a lab assIstant
for the psychology dept. at Williams, where Mark re-
ceived a positive decision on tenure. She gives a work-
shop twice a year to help students prepare for the LSAT.
Katherine Spendlove Talmadge, excited to be "home"
in New England after 1~ years in Pittsburgh, is a play-
wright and lyricist. She wrote The Miracle of Duffy, a
children's play with adult actors at Helen Reynolds'
request from Dallas. Helen is LOVE's manager of live
entertainment and thought Kathy should stop editing
textbooks and get back into the entertainment world.
Kathy was flown down for opening week and the show
was a smash, running for 9 weeks and then being pro-
duced in Pittsburgh. Kathy loves rural Boxboro where
she was greeted at 8 a.m. the first day by Nancy Finn
Kukura and Kathryn Hamilton Harnden with a gallon
of chili.
Shelley Taylor has been promoted to associate prof. of
psychology at Harvard and is publishing so as not to
perish. She and husband, Mervyn Fernandes, bought a
condominium and spent much time remodeling it them-
selves.
NEW YORK: Joyce Newman Marcus and David live on
the Upper West Side of Manhattan. David is a prof. at
Columbia and Joyce works for Consumer Reports in
Mt. Vernon.
Joanne Intrator Teitelbaum, after 21;2 years of pre-med
at NYU, is beginning medical school in Sept. at the Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia U.
PENNSYLVANIA: Elizabeth Marken Rhoades Marcu
has been working as a social worker in the John Merck
Program at Western Psychiatric Institute, the psychi-
atric division of U. of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. It
is a day and residential program for mentally retarded
and emotionally disturbed children between 3 and 10,
which hopes to reinstate these children into better func-
tioning family systems. Mike is an architect involved in
improving environmental design for children and adults
in hospitals and institutions. Betsy is working toward
her master's in social work at the U. of Pittsburgh and
will resume studies in Sept.
Elaine Stewart Auletta and Bob moved to Glenside, a
suburb of Philadelphia, a year ago. After 8 years of
teaching in Avon, Conn., Elaine retired and spends
much time on their first home.
Charity Young, now an assistant professor, is teaching
micro-biology and freshman biology at St. Joseph's Col-
lege in Philadelphia.
SOUTH CAROLINA: Mary-Elizabeth Walker Jackson
loves the warm climate in Columbia. She enjoys her
family and is getting back to counselling at a drug pre-
vention center with unmarried parents and teenagers
in abuse and neglect situations.
I, Stephanie Hirsch Meyer, for the past year have
been a full-time mother, including much night duty, but
as Robert approaches ayear. things are looking better
and we're all sleeping a lot more. Stamford offers many
outlets for the busy mother, many of which I hope to
enjoy within the next year or so.
Correspondent: Mrs. Stephanie Hirsch Meyer (Steph-
anie Hirsch). 55 W. Haviland Lane. Stamford. Conn.
06903
BORN: to Anthony N. and .Ann.Ping Sze
Chee Andrew Clfinn Luang Il/lf76; to
Bob and Martha 8eh Berardino Jennifer
8eh 10/2/76.
Suzanne (Susie) Ferguson Fuller and Jim had just
settled in their new home when Jim was promoted and
transferred to San Francisco. Son Andy is growing up
fast.
Martha Beh Berardino is taking a six month leave of
absence from her work, after which her husband Bob
will care for their baby six months, working part time.
Lisa Richter received her master's in interdisciplinary
social studies from UNH and has been appointed direc-
tor of the Opinion Research Div. of Fleishman-
Hillard, Inc.
Mar}' Keil is a 2nd level officer in Correspondent
Banking at First Nat'! City Bank in NYC. Mary was in
charge of summer interns last summer, recruiting, hiring
and planning programs. Most of her work is in the D.C.
area now, though she travelled extensively in the U.S.
this year.
Cynthia Howard Harvell is planning coordinator for
the N.H. Developmental Disabilities Council and is in-
volved in a statewide planning project. Husband Michael
is with a law firm in N.H. and especially interested in
business law. They visited London and Paris in fall '76.
Cyn has run into Rachel Sherbourne Cooney who is
working at Ferrald State School, Mary Keil and Leslie
Dahn Sundberg.
Randall Robinson received a Ph.D. in clinical psy-
chology from the Calif. School of Clinical Psychology,
and is now outpatient staff psychologist with Madera
Mental Health Dept. Husband, Greg Pierce, is a recrea-
tion therapist. Their family currently includes two
golden retrievers, a Newfoundland and two cats.
Janet Yeomans Caldwell began graduate study in
math at IlL Institute of Technology after working as pro-
grammer analyst at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chi-
cago. She completed her master's and is now working
on a Ph.D.
Correspondent: Nancy Pierce Morgan (Nancy Pierce).
202 West Church St .. Farmville. N.C 27828
Reunion Attendees: (53) Catherine Alex-'72 ander Millican, Kristin Alexander Eschau·
zier, Beverly Alfano, Reggie Anderson,
Barbara Baker Cowan, Faith Barash Whit-
sett, Barbara Bee, Lyn Black Reed, Carol Blake Boyd,
Cynthia A, Bond, Nancy Boyd Grant, Nancy Burnett,
Betty-Joe Chalko Hannigan, Nancy Close, Margaret
Dearnley McEntire, Karen DuBrul, Penny Eisenhart,
Betsy Frawley, Deborah Garber, JoAnn Giordano,
Vickie Hatcher, Nancy Hewes Tommaso, Linda John-
sen Keller, Martha Kessler Lougee, Mary Klar Bishop,
Patricia Kreger, Roxane Landers Althouse, Nancy Lane,
Susan Lawrence Monack, Anne Lopatto, Loretta May,
Linda Mosse Baer, Carol Neithlich Bridges, Denise
Dzanne Hall, Nadine Porcelan Wenner, Elisabeth Ray,
Margo Reynolds, Ruth Ritter Ladd, Karen Ruddeforth
Furnans, Cathy Rudolph Breish, Deirdre Russell, Con-
stance Shaffer Synakowski, Alison Sheppard, Gale
Slepchuk Fitzgerald, Laurie Stewart, Patricia Strong,
Denise Sullivan, Barbard Sundheimer Extein, Candace
Thorson, Ann Tousignant, Barbara Vosburgh Omohun-
dro, Wendy Weisheit Mellon, Susan Welsbonce Brewer,
Kathleen Wetherell Lawrie, Barbara White Morse, Bar-
bara laccheo Shattuck, Deborah ZiIly,
New class officers: ('77·'82) President: Barbara Vos-
burgh Omohundro; Vice-President & Reunion Chairper-
son: Nancy Hewes Tommaso; Treasurer: (run-off will
be taken between two) Karen DuBrul, Barbara Bee;
Class Correspondents: A-K: Lynn Black Reed, L-Z:
Loretta May.
Thanks to Connie Shaffer Synakowski, we had a good
time reuning and having a delicious dinner at the Light-
house Inn. She did a super job planning everything.
BIRTHS: To Peter and Faith Barash Whitsett, a son,
Clark Austin, 11/28/76; to Jim and Margaret (Kim)
Dearnley McEntire, a daughter (second child, first girl)
3/24/77.
Kristin Alexander Eschauzier is "full-time" mother to
her handsome twin boys, Chase and Ryan, now nearly
two years old.
Faith Barash Whitsett and husband Peter have been
restoring their antique "saltbox" home and caring for
their new son, Clark. Prior 10 the birth of their son, Faith
worked for Cuisinart.
Carol Blake Boyd has her own practice as a nurse
practitioner in neurology and learning disabilities at
Children's Hospital, Boston. Husband Peter is a second-
year resident in pathology at Mass. General Hospital.
Betty-Jo Chalko Hannigan is a full-time mother to her
three children, a son, nearly three, and twin daughters,
nearly two.
Nancy Close has completed her Masters in Child De-
velopment at Bryn Mawr.
June Clymer is living in France and is a librarian.
JoAnn Giordano is living in Washington, D.C. and
has worked as a staff assistant to the Director of AC-
TION/Peace Corps.
Vickie Hatcher works for county government in West-
chester county in a division which administers federal
funds to that county.
Marthe Kessler Lougee and husband Larry live at the
New Hampton School in New Hampshire. Matty has
worked part-time at the Lakes Region Hospital in the
Admitting Dept. and is taking courses for teachers cer-
tification at Plymouth State College nearby. She has
also been a substitute teacher in the area elementary
and junior high schools. Husband Larry teaches history,
is a dorm head, and coach of soccer, basketball, and
lacrosse at New Hampton.
Gale Slepchuk Fitzgerald works in Hartford for IBM
as a marketing representative. Husband Michael has re-
turned to school and is presently a full-time student at
the Sloan School of Management at M.LT.
Laurie Stewart sang beautifully for an alumni group
during reunion weekend and continues to sing with the
Tanglewood Chorus.
Patricia Strong graduated from Univ. of Conn. Law
School in May. Very soon after graduating, she began
working as an attorney in the office of the Reporter of
the Judicial Decisions at the Connecticut Supreme
Court in Hartford.
Kathy Wetherell Lawrie is a press secretary and nat-
uralist for the Wave Hi.ll Center for Environmental
Studies in the Bronx. Husband Bob works for an eco-
nomic consulting firm.
Barbara Vosburgh Omohundro is the Director of Com-
munications at University Hospitals in Cleveland where
husband Dan is a second-year resident in opthalmology.
Nancy Boyd Grant is an assistant dean at Cushing
Academy in Ashburnham. She and her husband also run
a dorm.
Karen DuOrul has one more year to go in law school
and continues to work at the Harvard Business School.
Lynn Black Reed is going into her fifth year as a full-
time counselor at Northfield Mount Hermon School.
She works with seniors primarily as a college counselor
but also does academic and personal counseling. Hus-
band Brad is a Latin teacher, dorm head, and coach of
wrestling and golf.
Co-correspondents: Mrs. Bradford L. Reed (Lynn S.
Black), Moody Couage, Northfield Mt. Hermon School,
Northfield. Ma. 01360, (A-K); Barbara Jane Shattuck:
(Barbara Zaccneo), 300 East 51st St., Apt J1-D. N. Y.,
N. Y. /0022 (L-Z).
MARRIED: Maria Moumouris 10 Ltj.g.
'71b Peter K. Mitchell, USCG.Carol Bowman is doing research for the
Joint Center for Urban Studies of MIT
and Harvard in Providence, R.1. She occasionally sees
Vict~ria (Viki) Price, Marian Ahearn, Marcia Sullivan
and David Alden, all living in Boston.
Nancy Wanich has been teaching dance and gymnas-
tics at Pine Point School in Stonington, Conn. this year.
Bernard McMullan has begun work toward his doc-
toral degree in sociology at Indiana U. in Bloomington.
He plans to teach sociology at the college level upon
completion of his studies.
Marylena Simone works as a pension analyst for New
England Mutual in Boston. She enjoys the city very
much, has been taking pottery classes in the evening
and from time to time manages to get some skiing in at
nearby Vt. and N.H. slopes.
Rosemary Kelly is a volunteer in a group home for
dependent and neglected Indian children at Labre In-
dian School on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation.
She finds her work "challenging but rewarding. The
American Indian is a very unique minority and we have
kids from almost every Northern Plains tribe. The ex-
perience has been the perfect complement to my Ameri-
can studies background received at Conn."
The class extends its sympathy to the family of James
J. O'Loughlin III who died Jan. 24, '77 in Bloomfield,
Conn. Jim's father has requested that memorial gifts be
made to the Connecticut College Scholarship Fund.
Co-correspondents: Rosemary T. Kelly, Cheyenne
Home. lAbres Indian School, Ashland, Mont. 59003;
Susan L. Hadehurst, 76 West 85th St. Apt. I-E, New
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